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Cytokinesis comprises the final event of the cell cycle during which the mother 
cell segregates into two daughter cells. In the majority of eukaryotes, this 
process is accomplished by the constriction of an actomyosin ring. The rod-
shaped fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe has emerged as attractive 
organism for the study of cytokinesis. In fission yeast, upon entry into mitosis, 
Mid1p, an anillin-related protein, redistributes from the nucleoplasm to the 
medial cell cortex and subsequently recruits several proteins required for correct 
actomyosin ring formation. Following this, constriction of the actomyosin ring 
stimulates the addition of membrane and drives its invagination. In fission yeast, 
actomyosin ring constriction and cell wall formation at the medial plane are 
coordinated with the activity of a GTPase-driven signaling pathway termed the 
Septation Initiation Network (SIN). Two of the SIN kinases, Cdc7p, and Sid1p, 
localize asymmetrically to the newly duplicated SPB in late anaphase. This 
asymmetric localization is required for proper septum formation, since the 
ectopic localization of Cdc7p and Sid1p to both SPBs in mitosis correlates with 
the formation of multiple septa and leads to cytokinetic failure. The asymmetry 
of Cdc7p and Sid1p is generated by hydrolysis of GTP of the Spg1p GTPase 
that is mediated by Byr4p and Cdc16p. 
 




mechanism responsible for establishing SIN asymmetry at mitosis. A novel 
protein, Csc1p that forms part of the SIN-Inhibitory PP2A-complex was 
identified. Csc1p is essential for localization of Byr4p to the SPB. Cdc7p 
localizes to SPBs symmetrically in csc1 mutant, while Byr4p fails to localize to 
the SPB during mitosis in csc1 mutants. The molecular mechanism behind this 
asymmetry was related to the function of SIP complex as well as the NIMA 
kinase Fin1p which has been shown to be involved in determining the age of 
SPBs. Experiments in this study indicate the potential role of SIP and Fin1p in 
establishing the SIN asymmetry. 
 
Secondly, I have developed a method to genetically incorporate non-canonical 
amino acids into fission yeast proteins thereby to facilitate analysis of 
cytokinesis. I used E. coli tyrosyltRNA synthetase / tRNA pairs to incorporate 
the crosslinking amino acid azidophenylalanine (AzF) into three marker 
proteins. The amber stop codon TAG was used as a sense codon for tyrosine 
and AzF in my study. This tool should be valuable for a variety of synthetic 
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CHAPTER I   INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview of the cell division cycle 
Every living organism is composed of cells which are the smallest and most basic 
structural and functional units. The cell exhibits all the representative characteristics of 
the whole organism, indicating the importance to study single cell. Cell reproduction, 
including DNA replication and segregation and cell division, is termed as cell cycle, 
during which the genetic content of the mother cell is transmitted to its two daughter 
cells (Watson and Crick 1974, Voorhees, Duell et al. 1976). This cellular process 
underlies the growth and development of living organisms, and is critical for heredity 
and evolution. Eukaryotic cell division is a highly regulated sequence of events which 
can be divided into discrete steps (Jacob and Monod 1961). DNA replication and 
chromosome duplication take place in S phase (synthesis phase) (Watson and Crick 
1974, Langerak and Russell 2011). This is usually followed by a gap phase (G2) before 
chromosome segregation and nuclear division occur in M phase (mitotic phase) 
(Langerak and Russell 2011). Cell division and membrane scission follow mitosis 
during the final cytokinesis phase (Birky 1983). Cells may dwell in another gap phase 
(G1) before reentry into the cell cycle (Nurse 2002) (Illustration I).  
 
Interphase is the stage prior to mitosis, during which the cells accumulate nutrients 
for the following cell division. First, there is a dramatic increase in protein amount, 




During the following S phase, cells synthesize new DNA and duplicate their genetic 
content (Watson and Crick 1974, Voorhees, Duell et al. 1976, Langerak and Russell 
2011). Furthermore, the microtubule organizing center, (the spindle pole body (SPB) 
in fungi and the centrosome in animal cells) is duplicated during S phase (Mitchison 
and Creanor 1971). With the completion of DNA synthesis and continuing nutrients 
accumulation in G2 phase, cells proceed into mitosis.  
 
Mitosis is characterized by chromosome condensation and assembly of a bipolar 
mitotic spindle (Mishima, Kaitna et al. 2002, Mishima, Pavicic et al. 2004, Mishima 
2006, Lee, Davies et al. 2012). The mitotic spindle extends from the two microtubule 
organizing centers across the center of the cell (Lee, Davies et al. 2012). The 
chromosomes become attached to the spindle and align at the cell center during 
metaphase (Nicklas, Kubai et al. 1982). Upon the loss of cohesion between sister 
chromatids in anaphase, the mitotic spindle elongates to maximum length and 
segregates the duplicated chromosomes to opposite cell poles (Tanaka, Fuchs et al. 
2000). Therefore, genome replication occurs at the molecular level during S phase and 
cellular level during mitosis (Nurse 1990). Mitosis occurs in different ways in different 
species (Sazer, Lynch et al. 2014). In animals, cells undergo an “open” mitosis in which 
the nuclear envelope breaks down before the chromosomes separate (Aoki, Hayashi et 
al. 2011), while in many yeasts, cells undergo a “closed” mitosis in which 
chromosomes separate within an intact cell nucleus (McIntosh and O'Toole 1999, 




The regulation of mitosis has been investigated for a long time. Two key classes of 
regulators have been identified, cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) 
(Malumbres 2014). These two kinds are critical for the regulation of mitosis and 
cytokinesis. The cell cycle is driven by the oscillating kinase activity of the Cdks which 
are activated at specific points within the cell cycle by the binding of the appropriate 
cyclin (Guadagno and Newport 1996). Yeast contain only one cyclin-dependent kinase 
(cdc2 in S. pombe, and cdc28 in S. cerevisiae) and multiple cyclins (Simanis and Nurse 
1986, Wittenberg and Reed 1988). Higher eukaryotes contain multiple cyclins and 
multiple cyclin-dependent kinases (Weinert and Hartwell 1993, Nurse 1996). CDK1 is 
activated upon binding mitotic cyclin (cyclin B) and other posttranslational 
modifications. It has been shown that CDC25 family protein phosphatases activate 
CDK1 through removing phosphate(s) in the CDK1 active site, whereas the WEE1 
kinase negatively regulates CDK1 together with CDK inhibitors (Den Haese, Walworth 
et al. 1995). Specifically, WEE1 phosphorylates CDK1 at Tyrosine-15 and Threonine-
14 to block CDK1 activity, while these residues are then dephosphorylated by CDC25 
to promote mitosis (Den Haese, Walworth et al. 1995, Gould and Feoktistova 1996, 
Gould, Feoktistova et al. 1998, Nurse 2002). Upon entry into mitosis, anaphase 
promoting complex / cyclosome (APC/C), an E3 ubiquitin ligase initiates the 
degradation of cyclin B, which promotes mitotic exit (Glotzer, Murray et al. 1991).  
 









Cytokinesis is a fundamental cellular process through which the mother cell separates 
into two daughter cells and in many cases sharing similar amounts of the cellular 
constituents (Voorhees, Duell et al. 1976). This process is the central event of cell 
proliferation. During this process, new membrane assembly is driven by a contractile 
apparatus and proceeds centripetally in prokaryotes, fungi, and animals (Voorhees, 
Duell et al. 1976). In contrast, higher plants assemble new membrane through a 
centrifugal expansion mechanism (Balasubramanian, Bi et al. 2004, Balasubramanian, 
Srinivasan et al. 2012). In addition, in most centripetally dividing eukaryotes, an 
actomyosin ring is involved in cytokinesis while in bacteria and archaea the tubulin-
related protein FtsZ makes up the ring (Lutkenhaus 1993). The mechanisms of 
cytokinesis involving ring assembly and new membrane or cell wall formation are 
widely divergent in different organisms. Cytokinesis in bacteria, budding yeast and 
animal cells is compared in this chapter.  
 
1.2.1 Cell division ring assembly 
Classical genetic screens have identified many proteins involved in cytokinesis. 
Mutations in genes involved in cytokinesis typically give rise to cells with multiple 
nuclei. These phenotypes are typical among many different mutants involved in 
cytokinesis and do not inform a more detailed mechanism. Direct imaging of the 
cytokinetic apparatus assembly with fluorescent proteins in yeast and animal cells 






The small size of bacterial cells has prevented direct imaging of bacterial FtsZ ring 
assembly (tubulin homolog) with confocal microscopy, however the FtsZ ring has been 
visualized using Superresolution Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM) (Strauss, 
Liew et al. 2012). The protein interactions between ring proteins are well understood. 
In Escherichia coli, there are at least nine essential proteins directly involved in septum 
formation: FtsA, FtsI, FtsL, FtsK, FtsN, FtsQ, FtsW, FtsZ, and ZipA (Chen and 
Beckwith 2001, Balasubramanian, Srinivasan et al. 2012). Among them, FtsQ, FtsL, 
and FtsI localize to potential division sites and colocalize with FtsZ in the filamentous 
cells without FtsN, but not in the FtsK depletion background. FtsZ is the first of them 
to be recruited to the division site and is likely to be the progenitor of the FtsZ ring 
(Chen and Beckwith 2001). This indicates that these E. coli septum formation relevant 
proteins function as a multimeric complex and are recruited to division sites 
sequentially (Pichoff and Lutkenhaus 2002).  
 
During normal cell division, FtsZ is positioned at the cell center (Bi and Lutkenhaus 
1991) and self-assembles into a ring through bidirectional polymerization around the 
cell circumference (Addinall and Lutkenhaus 1996). This even occurs in some artificial 
systems when the other division proteins are absent, indicating a self-organizational 
ability of FtsZ protofilaments into rings (Osawa, Anderson et al. 2008). Interestingly, 
in fission yeast, heterologous expression of the GFP-tagged FtsZ displayed the 




(Srinivasan, Mishra et al. 2008). Similar observations have also been detected in 
Bacillus subtilis (Ben-Yehuda and Losick 2002). When division occurs, the Z-ring 
maintains a position at the leading edge of the invaginating septum (Bi and Lutkenhaus 
1991) while it decreases in diameter. The Z-ring disassembles once the septum is 
formed, and later new rings are formed in the daughter cells. FtsZ is conserved among 
eubacteria and essential for cell division in E. coli, B. subtilis and Streptomyces 
coelicolor (Dai and Lutkenhaus 1991, McCormick, Su et al. 1994). The FtsZ-ring is 
conserved in most archaebacteria, representing a universal division apparatus in the 
prokaryotic world (Wang and Lutkenhaus 1996). Dynamic Z-rings have been 
demonstrated in B. subtilis (Wang and Lutkenhaus 1993) and Staphylococcus aureus 
(Lutkenhaus 1993). In bacteria, the placement of the Z-ring is regulated by a series of 
inhibitory events to make sure the division apparatus assembly takes place in correct 
locations (Balasubramanian, Srinivasan et al. 2012). Recent work in Streptomyces 
coelicolor has displayed that the landmark proteins SsgA and SsgB act as positive cues 
to mark the division site and recruit the cytokinetic apparatus (Willemse, Borst et al. 
2011). Once FtsZ is recruited to the middle of the cell, it interacts with ZipA and 
FtsA, which anchor FtsZ to the membrane and influence the stability of the Z-ring 
(Pichoff and Lutkenhaus 2002).   
 
Budding yeast 
Unlike in bacteria, where the main component of the cell division ring is the tubulin 




cerevisiae (Wloka and Bi 2012). The actomyosin ring is a complex structure containing 
more than 50 proteins. In addition to the cytoskeletal protein actin, the motor myosin 
II and several proteins are very crucial for successful cytokinesis (Wloka and Bi 2012). 
The actomyosin ring proteins arrive at the bud neck sequentially. The myosin II heavy 
chain Myo1p and its regulatory light chain Mlc2p arrive at the bud neck after septins 
in late G1 phase (Bi, Maddox et al. 1998, Lippincott and Li 1998, Feng, Okada et al. 
2015). In budding yeast there are five septins expressed in vegetative cells. They 
colocalize to the bud neck during the cell cycle (Longtine and Bi 2003). It has been 
shown that the localization of type II myosin and the septum forming enzyme Chs2p 
are disrupted in septin defective mutants, indicating septins may function as a scaffold 
to maintain or anchor the actomyosin ring at the bud neck (Bi, Maddox et al. 1998, 
Lippincott and Li 1998, Roh, Bowers et al. 2002). Once cells enter into S phase, the 
formin Bnr1p, which nucleates actin filaments, is recruited to the bud neck. Then the 
IQGAP homolog Iqg1p/Cyk1 accumulates at the division site in G2/M phase (Bi 2001). 
Iqg1p is a multidomain protein with an N-terminus calponin-homology domain which 
binds to F-actin. F-actin is assembled into a functional actomyosin ring in late anaphase 
(Lippincott and Li 2000). Interestingly, the actomyosin ring is not strictly essential in 
budding yeast. An Iqg1p defective mutant is lethal, but it can be rescued without 
restoring the actin ring (Korinek, Bi et al. 2000) by overexpression of Hof1p or Cyk3p, 
two SH3 domain containing proteins. It indicates that the cell division is regulated by 
two pathways and each of them is capable of sufficiently and independently regulating 





In animal cells, cell division site positioning is based on the microtubules, as they directly 
or indirectly activate the small GTP-bound protein RhoA (Piekny, Werner et al. 2005). 
The assembly of the contractile ring is mediated through a discrete pool of GTP-bound, 
active RhoA (Piekny, Werner et al. 2005). It has been shown that active RhoA is 
restricted to the medial region of the cell, which would bisect the mitotic spindle. Active 
RhoA induces the nucleation and polymerization of actin in a formin dependent 
reaction, and activates profilin, leading to the assembly of unbranched actin filaments 
at the division site (Sagot, Rodal et al. 2002, Li and Higgs 2003, Piekny, Werner et al. 
2005). In addition, active RhoA also activates myosin II by inducing the inhibition of 
myosin phosphatase and the phosphorylation of myosin light chain (Kosako, Yoshida 
et al. 2000, Nishimura and Yonemura 2006). Actin in the cleavage furrow and the cell 
cortex is important for cell. The F-actin assembled in the cleavage furrow is shown to 
originate from pre-existing actin filaments located elsewhere in the cell and transported 
to the division site by myosin II (Cao and Wang 1990, Cao and Wang 1990, Chen, Foss 
et al. 2008, Zhou and Wang 2008).  
 
The contractile ring is a highly dynamic structure. Fluorescent recovery after 
photobleaching (FRAP) experiments have shown that the density of the actin in the 
cleavage furrow remains the same during constriction, indicating it is coordinated with 




important to the assembly and maintenance of the cytokinetic apparatus. How actin 
turnover impacts cytokinesis is not well understood. 
 
1.2.2 New membrane / cell wall formation 
During cytokinesis, when the mother cell divides into two separate daughter cells, new 
membrane has to be generated to accommodate the increased surface area of the two 
daughter cells. In yeasts, the additional membrane is formed during interphase when 
the cell volume is increased. During cytokinesis, only when the cell divides, there is a 
small amount of cell wall material added. In contrast to yeast cells, animal cells lack a 
cell wall and remain spherical until metaphase, which indicates that additional 
membrane is added during cytokinesis.  
 
Bacteria 
It has been shown in a reconstitution system that the force for constricting membranes 
is generated only by the FtsZ ring tethered to the membrane without any additional ring 
components (Osawa, Anderson et al. 2008). It has been suggested that GTP hydrolysis 
transforms FtsZ filaments from a straight to curved conformation (Wang and Lutkenhaus 
1996). However, a recent model has been proposed in which GTP-bound protofilaments 
already have a gentle curvature (Hsin, Gopinathan et al. 2012). In the absence of GTP 
hydrolysis, filament bending coupled to rapid polymerization/depolymerization cycles 
are sufficient for force generation (Hsin, Gopinathan et al. 2012). When the Z-ring is 




depolymerization (Addinall and Lutkenhaus 1996). Given that in fission yeast cell wall 
growth also produces contractive forces, it is presumed that the force generated during 
cell wall growth in bacteria might provide additional force necessary for bacterial cell 
division.  
 
In addition to the actomyosin ring and the FtsZ ring, the archaeal ESCRT-III 
(Endosomal Sorting Complex Required for Transport–III) has also been known to 
generate constrictive force during cytokinesis (Samson, Obita et al. 2008). In 
Crenarchaeum sulfolobus, ESCRT-III components CdvA, CdvB and VPS4 (CdvC) are 
cell cycle regulated. They localize to the site of membrane ingression during archaeal 
cell division (Samson, Obita et al. 2008). It has been shown that CdvA binds ESCRT-
III, which later generates constrictive force to deform liposomal membranes (Samson, 
Obita et al. 2008). 
 
Budding yeast 
A lot of evidences have shown that during cytokinesis membrane deposition takes place 
at the division site. In late anaphase, many exocytosis related proteins travel along 
cytoskeletal proteins from the mother cell cortex to the bud neck. Collectively, in 
budding yeast, exocytosis might be involved in membrane deposition (Bi and Park 
2012). Exocytosis components include the type V myosin Myo2p and its associated 
light chain Mlc1p (Stevens and Davis 1998); the Rab GTPase Sec4p, which is part of 




which are regulators of the actin cytoskeleton (Onishi, Ko et al. 2013). The Rho1p 
GTPase has been shown to establish and maintain the polarized localization of Sec3, 
which is a component of the exocytosis machinery (Guo, Tamanoi et al. 
2001). Cdc42 coordinates the vesicle docking machinery and the actin cytoskeleton 
for polarized secretion (Zhang, Bi et al. 2001). Their coordination regulates the ring 
constriction and targeted membrane deposition during cytokinesis. As those in animal 
cells, syntaxins in budding yeast cells are also involved in cytokinesis and septum 
formation (Jantti, Aalto et al. 2002).  
 
The site of septum deposition is decided by the localization of the membrane proteins 
which mediate septum formation. Both Chs2p and Chs3p are involved in septum 
formation (Chuang and Schekman 1996). They are the catalytic subunits of chitin 
synthase II and III, respectively. Chs2p localizes to the bud neck in late anaphase 
(Chuang and Schekman 1996). Chs3p first localizes to the base of the bud then 
relocates to the bud neck in late anaphase (Chuang and Schekman 1996). Chs3p is in 
charge of ~90% of cell wall synthesis, and a double deletion mutant of CHS2 and CHS3 
is lethal, indicating their roles in septum formation (Bi 2001). Moreover, the 
localization of Chs2p and Chs3p to the bud neck has been known to depend on the 
septins, which serve as a scaffold for anchoring the actomyosin ring, indicating the 






In animal cells, once the contractile ring is formed, it generates a force to deform the 
plasma membrane (Balasubramanian, Srinivasan et al. 2012). To complete cytokinesis, 
it requires a larger cytoskeletal assembly, the central spindle, and membrane transport 
machinery for membrane assembly (Salmon and Wolniak 1990, Wheatley, Hinchcliffe 
et al. 1997). The central spindle is composed of antiparallel microtubule bundles, which 
are formed by the centralspindlin complex and the microtubule associated proteins 
Prc1p and MAST/Orbit (Mishima, Kaitna et al. 2002, Nishimura and Yonemura 2006). 
During ring constriction and membrane deformation, the ingressing cleavage furrow 
compacts the central spindle progressively to form the midbody, which probably 
functions as a scaffold for abscission, the last step of cytokinesis (Salmon and Wolniak 
1990).  
 
During cytokinesis, the newly formed membrane is delivered to the region behind the 
leading edge of the cleavage furrow. This process is facilitated by a furrow microtubule 
array (Larkin and Danilchik 2001). In the cleavage furrow, syntaxin is detected to be 
concentrated, working as a mediator of intracellular membrane transport (Wu, Hamid 
et al. 2014). It has been shown that the syntaxins (membrane proteins involved in 
vesicle trafficking) are essential for cellularization and cell division in Drosophila 
(Burgess, Deitcher et al. 1997). In addition, Rab GTPases, as components of the 
membrane transport machinery, are also shown to be involved in cytokinesis (Skop, 





1.3 Fission yeast as a model organism to study cytokinesis 
1.3.1 The fission yeast cell cycle 
Fission yeast is a cylindrical and single-celled fungus. The typical measurement of 
fission yeast cells is approximately 4 μm in diameter and 14 μm in length at division. 
Its 12.57 Mb genome contains around 5000 coding genes. It divides rapidly and usually 
takes 3-4 hours for one generation. The fission yeast cells maintain their cell shape by 
growing exclusively at the cell tips and divide in the medial region to produce two 
equal size daughter cells.  
 
S. pombe is one of the favorite model organisms for the study of several aspects of cell 
biology, since genetic manipulation in fission yeast is straightforward and S. pombe is 
amenable to cell biological, biochemical or genomic based approaches. A schematic of 
the fission yeast life cycle (Bollen 2015) is shown in the Illustration I. G1 phase is 
between Mitosis (M) and S phase. In exponential phase, G2 phase is the gap between 
S phase and M phase. The central event of cell proliferation is chromosome duplication, 
which takes place in S phase. Generally fission yeast is a haploid, with diploid growth 
only a transient stage in sexual differentiation. 
 
1.3.2 Actomyosin ring assembly in fission yeast 
In fission yeast, the actomyosin ring assembles in the medial cortex. The actomyosin 




anillin-like protein Mid1p, which localizes to cortical nodes in the medial region in G2 
phase, recruits downstream ring components including formin, myosin II and the F-
BAR protein to assemble into the nodes (Wu, Sirotkin et al. 2006, Laporte, Coffman et 
al. 2011). The localization of the IQGAP protein Rng2p depends on Mid1p and is an 
important connection between Mid1p and the other nodes components (Laporte, 
Coffman et al. 2011, Padmanabhan, Bakka et al. 2011). The nodes become mature by 
the addition of Rng2p, Cdc15p, and formin (Laporte, Coffman et al. 2011). When 
formin and profilin stimulate actin polymerization, the nodes join into a ring structure 
(Wu, Sirotkin et al. 2006, Laporte, Coffman et al. 2011). One model proposed that F-
actin for cytokinesis is assembled de novo at the division site and interacts with type II 
myosin in neighboring nodes to form a condensed ring structure (Wu, Sirotkin et al. 
2006, Mishra and Oliferenko 2008). The other model proposed that actin from the non-
medial region also incorporates into the actomyosin ring (Huang, Huang et al. 2012). 
However, in mid1 which is an early ring component mutant, cells are still able to 
assemble actomyosin rings of normal appearance, suggesting that myosin II activation 
associated with actin antiparallel filaments might lead to actin filaments sliding or 
depolymerizing to produce a ring structure, since a ring represents the smallest path 
consistent with cortical attachment (Wu, Sirotkin et al. 2006, Huang, Yan et al. 2008). 
 
1.3.3 The Septation Initiation Network (SIN) in cell division 
Interestingly, in fission yeast, although Mid1p and other ring components localize to 















time (Saha and Pollard 2012, Tao, Calvert et al. 2014). Upon Cdk1p activation, the 
actomyosin ring is assembled. Constriction of the actomyosin ring and septum 
assembly depends on cyclin B degradation (Chang, Morrell et al. 2001).  
 
The coordination between ring constriction and Cdk1-cyclin B inactivation appears to 
be mediated by a signaling cascade termed the septation initiation network (SIN) 
(Illustration II) (Simanis 2015). It is highly analogous to the MEN in budding yeast, 
which will be discussed in the next section. The SIN pathway contains three key protein 
kinases (Cdc7p, Sid1p, and Sid2p), a small GTPase (Spg1p), two components of 
GTPase-activating proteins (Cdc16p and Byr4p), two spindle pole body (SPB) scaffold 
proteins Cdc11p and Sid4p, and the binding-partners of Sid1p and Sid2p, termed 
Cdc14p and Mob1p, respectively (Furge, Wong et al. 1998, Sohrmann, Schmidt et al. 
1998, Krapp, Schmidt et al. 2001, Morrell, Tomlin et al. 2004). They all localize at 
either one SPB or both SPBs and the division site. It has been found that there is a 
hierarchy of recruitment of SIN components to the SPBs, except Cdc11p and Sid4p 
which function as scaffold proteins at the SPBs and are localized to the SPBs 
throughout the cell cycle (Morrell, Tomlin et al. 2004). 
 
The localization of each individual SIN component is different. Among SIN mutants, 
the negative regulator defective mutants show multiple-septa phenotype, indicating the 
increase of SIN activity. While in the positive regulator defective alleles, cells display 




Spg1p GAP activity (Schmidt, Sohrmann et al. 1997), the SIN is activated, resulting in 
a multi-septum phenotype. Conversely, in the sid2-250 mutant SIN activity is blocked, 
leading to a multi-nuclear phenotype (Illustration II). Interestingly, during cytokinesis, 
the key SIN components Cdc7p, Sid1p, and Cdc14p localize asymmetrically on the 
SPB (Sohrmann, Schmidt et al. 1998, Guertin, Chang et al. 2000, Guertin and 
McCollum 2001). However, the molecular mechanisms behind the generation of 
asymmetry in the localization of the SIN components are not entirely understood. 
NIMA kinase Fin1p has multiple functions during mitosis. Apart from its function in 
positively regulating Polo kinase during G2/M transition, recent work has revealed that 
Fin1p only binds to the SPBs bearing the older components in all cells and with the 
“new” SPB in half of the population (Grallert and Hagan 2002, Grallert, Krapp et al. 
2004). The complexity of SPB inheritance might give a clue to understand mechanisms 
generating the asymmetry of the SIN pathway (Grallert and Hagan 2002, Grallert, 
Krapp et al. 2004).  
 
MEN (Mitotic Exit Network) 
The septation initiation network (SIN) has counterparts in other organisms. In animal 
cells, it is Hippo-Lats pathway which is important for cell division (Muller-
Taubenberger, Kastner et al. 2014, Zhao and Guan 2014). In addition, the mitotic exit 
network (MEN) in S. cerevisiae is one of the best characterized among them and is 
often used as a reference for the study of the SIN pathway, since they have many 




cascade, carries out the coordination between cytokinesis and the nuclear cycle in 
budding yeast (Hotz and Barral 2014). As the SIN control events at the end of mitosis 
in S. pombe, the MEN is also required for cytokinesis, but mainly for inactivation of 
mitotic cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) through Cdc14p (phosphatase) at the end of 
mitosis, thereby regulating mitotic exit (Bardin and Amon 2001, McCollum and Gould 
2001, Simanis 2003).  
 
Similarly to the SIN, the MEN is a GTPase regulated protein kinase cascade. It has 
been known to contain four protein kinases (Cdc5p, Cdc15p, Dbf2p and Dbf20p), a 
GTPase (Tem1p), a GDP–GTP exchange factor (Lte1p) and a protein phosphatase 
(Cdc14p) (Toyn, Araki et al. 1991, Wan, Xu et al. 1992, Kitada, Johnson et al. 1993, 
Shirayama, Matsui et al. 1994). Recent studies have shown that the MEN plays a direct 
role in regulating cyclin degradation, CDK inactivation and exit from mitosis (Visintin, 
Craig et al. 1998, Jaspersen, Charles et al. 1999). Although the MEN and the SIN share 
homologous components, the phenotypes of the corresponding mutants appear to be 
different. SIN activation depends on CDK inactivation instead of regulating cyclin 
destruction (Guertin, Chang et al. 2000). As for the regulation of the initiation of 
cytokinesis, the MEN and the SIN are very consistent.  
 
Both the SIN and MEN take place on the spindle pole bodies (SPB). The structure of 
SPB in S. cerevisiae is well studied and probably also conserved in S. pombe. The SPB 




envelope and containing capped nuclear microtubules ends; central plaque which is at 
the level of the nuclear envelope; outer plaque connecting the cytoplasmic 
microtubules. The SPB duplication during each cell cycle is essential for formation of 
a bipolar mitotic spindle and accurate chromosome segregation. Aneuploidy would be 
caused if the spindle is not properly elongated. The signaling pathways on the SPBs, 
like the SIN and MEN, coordinate the chromosome segregation with the cell cycle.  
 
1.3.4 Membrane Deposition and Division Septum Assembly 
In fission yeast, new membrane deposition and septum formation are coordinated with 
the constriction of the actomyosin ring. It has been shown that the constriction of the 
actomyosin ring is blocked in mutants which are defective in vesicle transport or cell 
wall synthesis (Liu, Wang et al. 1999, Liu, Tang et al. 2002). Contrary to the assembly 
of new membrane in animal cells, microtubules are dispensable for new membrane 
deposition and division septum formation in fission yeast (Liu, Wang et al. 1999, Liu, 
Tang et al. 2002, McCollum 2004). In S. pombe, F-actin is required for maintaining the 
ring structure in the division site, while the transport of Cps1 (cell wall synthetase) and 
membrane sterols to the division site is independent of F-actin (Liu, Tang et al. 2002). 
Most components essential for membrane assembly and cell wall synthesis have been 
shown to be involved in cytokinesis. These include Mok1p (1,3-α-glucan synthase), 
Cps1p (1,3-β-glucan synthase) and syntaxin-related proteins (Liu, Wang et al. 1999, 
Wang, Tang et al. 2002). In addition, membrane sterols have been detected at the 




actomyosin ring anchoring and / or cell wall assembly (Wachtler, Rajagopalan et al. 
2003).  
 
1.4 Protein biosynthesis 
1.4.1 Amino acids, Codons, and Genetic code 
Amino acids are composed of one amine group (-NH2), one carboxylic group (-
COOH) and a side-chain specific to individual amino acid. The first canonical amino 
acid, asparagine, was discovered in 1806 by French chemists Louis-Nicolas Vauquelin 
and Pierre Jean Robiquet. Several years later, the remaining nineteen canonical amino 
acids were isolated and their crystal structures were solved. There are twenty canonical 
amino acids which are the building blocks of proteins in all organisms (Sakami and 
Harrington 1963). They are encoded directly by the codons of the universal genetic 
code. Amino acids which are not genetically encoded are termed non-canonical amino 
acids.  
 
The genetic code is the set of three-nucleotide sets called codons and each three-
nucleotide combination designates an amino acid, by which the information encoded 
in genetic material is translated into proteins (Soll 1988). It is highly conserved among 
all organisms and can be simply summarized in one table with 64 triplets. The 
nucleotide triplets are termed codons. These codons function to specify which amino 




which gives a total of 64 possible codons. Therefore, there is some redundancy in the 
genetic code, in which some amino acids are specified by more than one codon (Chaney 
and Clark 2015). In the cell, transfer RNAs (tRNA) act as adaptors between nucleotides 
codons and amino acids. They are charged with free amino acids in the cytoplasm and 
carry them into the ribosome where the decoding is accomplished and polypeptide 
chain is elongated (Raina and Ibba 2014). The peptide is a linear structure which is the 
result of the formation of the bond between the amine group of one amino acid with 
the carboxyl group of another one. This polymerization of amino acids creates the 
polypeptide. Once the polypeptide is correctly folded in the cell, a functional protein is 
formed.  
 
1.4.2 Overview of DNA transcription 
Gene expression is the process by which the information encoded in a gene is applied 
in synthesizing a functional gene product. In most cases, gene products are proteins. 
While for non-protein coding genes, like transfer RNA or small nuclear RNA genes, 
functional RNAs are generated. The first step of gene expression is DNA transcription, 
in which the information stored in DNA is copied into messenger RNA through RNA 
polymerase (Roy and Singer 2015). Since both RNA and DNA are nucleic acids, during 
transcription RNA polymerase add matching RNA nucleotides to the complementary 
nucleotides of one DNA strand, which is a primary transcript (Goodrich and Tjian 1994, 
Ma and Wang 2014). In prokaryotes, primary transcript is the messenger RNA, which 




eukaryotes. After undergoing a series of modifications, like splicing, 5’ capping and 
polyadenylation, the primary transcript of RNA (pre-mRNA) becomes mature mRNA 
and is ready to be exported to the cytoplasm from the nucleus through nuclear pore 
complex (Mandal, Chu et al. 2004, Arndt and Reines 2015).  
 
1.4.3 RNA translation 
The process of synthesizing a protein from an mRNA template is termed translation. In 
eukaryotes, the mature RNAs formed in the cell nucleus are translocated into the 
cytoplasm through the nuclear pore complex, where protein biosynthesis takes place. 
The mRNA template is loaded onto the ribosome and read three-nucleotides at a time 
by matching each codon to the anticodon on a transfer RNA (Moghal, Mohler et al. 
2014). Transfer RNA is charged by the enzyme aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase with the 
amino acid corresponding to the codon it base-pairs with. With the help of initiation 
factors, the small subunit of the ribosome binding to 5' end of mRNA initiates 
translation. Elongation occurs when the next charged tRNA in line binds to the 
ribosome along with GTP and an elongation factor. The growing polypeptide is termed 
the nascent chain. When the A site of the ribosome recognizes a stop codon (UAA, 
UAG, or UGA), a signal is released which attracts releasing factor to bind with 
nonsense codons, leading to the release of the polypeptide chain (Illustration III) 
(King and Gerber 2014). Then the polypeptide is correctly folded through a complete 




1.5 Non-canonical amino acids  
The twenty canonical amino acids which are the building blocks of proteins carry out 
a remarkable number of functions. As the genetic code determines the sequences of 
peptides, the chemical properties of the canonical amino acids give rise to the large 
array of activities encoded in proteins. Interestingly, as mentioned previously, some 
non-canonical amino acids exist in living systems and are also incorporated into 
proteins (Ambrogelly, Palioura et al. 2007). In some organisms Selenocysteine and 
Pyrrolysine have been known to be genetically incorporated into proteins (Hao, Gong 
et al. 2002, Srinivasan, James et al. 2002, Johansson, Gafvelin et al. 2005, Ambrogelly, 
Palioura et al. 2007). The ability to incorporate non-canonical amino acids in a site 
specific manner into proteins in other organisms can be a very powerful tool for better 
understanding protein functions.  
 
1.5.1 Selenocysteine 
Selenocysteine (Sec) is a proteinogenic amino acid, which exists naturally in all the 
three kingdoms of life as a protein building block. The Sec may be regarded as a 21st 
amino acid in proteins. Only a limited number of bacteria and archaea contain 
selenocysteine (Kryukov and Gladyshev 2004). For example, in archaea, only 
Methanocaldococcus jannaschii, Methanococcus maripaludis and Methanopyrus 
kandleri encode tRNASec (Ambrogelly, Palioura et al. 2007). In addition, Sec is notably 










identified in humans, and implicated in some human diseases (Kryukov, Castellano et 
al. 2003). Sec is an analogue of cysteine (Cys), in which the sulfur-containing thiol 
group of cysteine has been replaced by the selenol moiety (Johansson, Gafvelin et al. 
2005, Ambrogelly, Palioura et al. 2007). Proteins naturally containing Sec are mainly 
enzymes, since the reactivity of the Sec residue is employed during the catalytic cycle. 
The chemical properties of selenium and its stable radioactive isotopes make Sec 
unique from any of the 20 standard amino acids.  
 
Interestingly, Sec is incorporated into proteins in a mechanism whereby UGA is used 
as a sense codon. This has been referred to an expansion of the genetic code (Soll 1988). 
In addition, it has shown that the stop codon UGA encodes Sec through a recoding 
mechanism (Ambrogelly, Palioura et al. 2007). In this mechanism, three factors are 
required: one tRNA with a UCA anticodon (tRNASec), a specialized translation 
elongation factor (SelB) and an mRNA stem-loop structure known as the 
selenocysteine insertion sequence element (SECIS) (Schon, Bock et al. 1989, 
Johansson, Gafvelin et al. 2005). This reassignment indicates the tolerance of 
organisms to the destabilized proteins and stress from the environment has been 








codon in Methanosarcinaceae, since in addition to serving as a termination codon it 
encodes pyrrolysine (Pyl), the 22nd natural amino acid, in the Methanosarcinaceae 
(Hao, Gong et al. 2002, Srinivasan, James et al. 2002). The gene mtmB1 in 
Methanosarcinaceae encoding monomethylamine methyltransferase has an in-frame 
UAG codon which is translated and produces full-length methyltransferase protein 
(Krzycki 2004). Analysis of the crystal structure has indicated that the UAG in 
methyltransferase encodes a lysine with a pyrroline-ring derivative, named pyrrolysine 
(Hao, Gong et al. 2002, Hao, Zhao et al. 2004). So far pyrrolysine has only been found 
in the Methanosarcinaceae and the bacterium Desulfitobacterium hafniense.  
 
In Methanosarcina barkeri an amber suppressor tRNA gene (pylT) has been identified, 
which suggests that pyrrolysine may be introduced into mtmB1 during protein synthesis 
and genetically encoded by UAG through the amber suppressor tRNA (Srinivasan, 
James et al. 2002). In this case, a novel tRNA synthetase, pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase 
(PylRS) (Blight, Larue et al. 2004), is essential for charging tRNAPyl with pyl. Along 
with pylT, the other genes in pyl cluster were also identified, including pylS which is 
predicted to be similar to the core catalytic domains of the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase 
enzymes (Srinivasan, James et al. 2002). It has been demonstrated both in vitro and in 
vivo that PylS can charge tRNAPyl with pyrrolysine (Blight, Larue et al. 2004, 
Ambrogelly, Palioura et al. 2007). This is the first known tRNA synthetase which 
recognizes a modified amino acid. tRNAPyl and aaRSPyl represent an orthogonal pair in 




1.5.3 Chemical synthesis of non-canonical amino acids 
A number of approaches have been pursued to investigate the structure and function of 
proteins. One of them is solid-phase peptide synthesis, with which chemists can 
manipulate the structures of polypeptides and still ensure the polypeptide has an 
enzyme activity similar to that of the native protein (Kimmerlin and Seebach 2005). 
While this method is subject to size limitation, Expressed Protein Ligation (EPL) is an 
improved method which can produce larger proteins. EPL is a 
semisynthetic protein engineering approach that allows the linkage of a recombinantly 
expressed polypeptide to a synthetic polypeptide (Muir 2003, Liu and Schultz 2010). 
The advantage of this approach is to modify the primary structure of proteins accessible 
to fluorescent probes and other tools of synthetic organic chemistry. However, the 
application of these two techniques is restrained by the limited number of ligation sites, 
protein folding and protection on reaction groups (Liu and Schultz 2010).  
 
The biosynthetic approaches which have been developed are applicable to living cells. 
The aminoacyl tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) derived from wild-type aaRSs can be used 
to incorporate non-canonical amino acids which are analogs of canonical amino acids. 
Large arrays of non-canonical amino acids have been developed through chemical 
approaches. They are not encoded by sense codons and are expected to give proteins 
with novel properties. Incorporation of these amino acids at precise locations in 
proteins should lead to novel ways of studying protein function as well as proved 




So far, more than 80 non-canonical amino acids have been synthesized and introduced 
into bacteria, yeasts, and mammalian cells. Most them are larger than the canonical 
amino acids and use phenylalanine as a central core (Palzer, Bantel et al. 2013). There 
are several kinds of non-canonical amino acids. One of them contains heavy atom 
facilitating crystallographic studies (Young and Schultz 2010). Another one contains a 
photo-reactive group to crosslink protein interaction partners within a distance of ~4Å 
(Ye, Huber et al. 2009). In addition, the group containing azide, keto, acetylene and 
boronate can be used to introduce biophysical probes, tags, and some other novel 
chemical function groups into proteins in vitro and in vivo (Liu and Schultz 2010). 
Moreover, there are photo-caged and photo-isomerizable non-canonical amino acids 
photo-regulating biological process (Wang, Parrish et al. 2009, Young and Schultz 
2010).  
 
Although the non-canonical amino acids can now be synthesized, the availability of 
them is an issue. The organisms either import the non-canonical amino acids from the 
medium or biosynthesize them. In most cases the non-canonical amino acids are first 
synthesized chemically in optically pure L-form and then added into the growth 
medium of the cells (Cardillo, Gentilucci et al. 2006). Before applying the non-
canonical amino acids into living cells, a library of biosynthetic non-canonical amino 
acids is tested to select those which can be introduced into live cells and incorporated 
into endogenous proteins. In 2003, Schultz’s group generated a bacterium with a 21 




non-canonical amino acid can be biosynthesized in vivo.  
 
Taken together, the incorporation of non-canonical amino acids into specific locations 
within proteins provides a closer way to study protein functions.  
 
1.6 Genetic Code Expansion in Cell Biology 
Since native non-canonical amino acids can be incorporated into UGA and UAG 
codons using orthogonal synthetases, work in a number of labs has developed several 
orthogonal pairs to incorporate other non-canonical amino acids into proteins in many 
organisms. I will now describe these studies.  
 
The incorporation of non-canonical amino acid beyond the common twenty is mediated 
by a nonsense codon-decoding suppressor tRNA from different organisms so that the 
non-canonical amino acids can be uniquely incorporated into a protein at the desired 
site (Chin 2014). The nonsense codon, amber stop codon in most cases, is inserted at 
the desired position of the gene of interest and encoding it with the assistant of the 
orthogonal pair which function independent of other endogenous tRNAs and amino 
acids tRNA synthetase (aaRS) in the respective organism (Wang, Parrish et al. 2009). 
The corresponding tRNA synthetase has been extensively mutagenized in the active-
site residues to ensure they will activate and aminoacylate substrate with only one non-




Finally, the non-canonical amino acids must be non-toxic to the host cell and can be 
efficiently taken up by the cell from media (or biosynthesized by the cell) (Young and 
Schultz 2010). This methodology may allow the generation of proteins with new or 
enhanced properties as well as facilitating studies of protein function in all kinds of 
organisms. 
 
As discussed previously, an orthogonal synthetase precisely and efficiently 
aminoacylates its cognate orthogonal tRNA instead of aminoacylating any endogenous 
tRNAs from the host organism (Illustration IV). The final orthogonal tRNA pair is 
fixed after several rounds of selection from a library of mutated tRNA and tRNA 
synthetase (Chin, Cropp et al. 2003, Chin, Cropp et al. 2003). The orthogonal tRNA 
directs non-canonical amino acids charged with it in response to its anticodon, typically 
an amber nonsense codon introduced by site-directed mutagenesis into protein coding 
sequence at a particular location (Illustration IV). The orthogonality of a tRNA and 
tRNA synthetase has to be checked if they are introduced into different host organisms, 
since it is defined with respect to the complement of tRNAs and synthetases in a host 
organism (Chin 2014). To date, four main orthogonal aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases 
have been developed for genetic code expansion: the Escherichia coli tyrosyltRNA 
synthetase (EcoaaRSTyr)/tRNATyr pair, the E. coli leucyl-tRNA synthetase 
(EcoaaRSLeu)/ tRNALeu pair (Chin, Cropp et al. 2003, Chin, Cropp et al. 2003, Wu, 
Deiters et al. 2004), the Methanococcus janaschii tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase 










pyrrolysyltRNA synthetase (aaRSPyl) / tRNAPyl pairs (Neumann, Peak-Chew et al. 
2008). It is known that the MjaaRSTyr / tRNATyr pair is orthogonal in E. coli but not in 
eukaryotic cells (Ryu and Schultz 2006). The E. coli aaRSTyr / tRNATyr pair and the E. 
coli aaRSLeu / tRNALeu pair are orthogonal in eukaryotic cells (Edwards and Schimmel 
1990, Trezeguet, Edwards et al. 1991, Sakamoto, Hayashi et al. 2002, Liu, Brock et al. 
2007) but not in E. coli, whereas the aaRSPyl / tRNAPyl pair is more universal and 
orthogonal in bacteria (Neumann, Peak-Chew et al. 2008), eukaryotic cells (Mukai, 
Kobayashi et al. 2008, Chen, Groff et al. 2009, Gautier, Nguyen et al. 2010, Hancock, 
Uprety et al. 2010), and animals (Bianco, Townsley et al. 2012, Chin 2014).  
 
1.6.1 Genetic code expansion in Escherichia coli  
Genetic code expansion was firstly described in Escherichia coli several years ago 
(Wang, Brock et al. 2001, Liu and Schultz 2010). Presently more than 80 non-canonical 
amino acids with novel chemical, physical, and biological properties (Liu and Schultz 
2010), have been successfully incorporated. To genetically encode non-canonical 
amino acids in E. coli, one first imports a heterologous aaRS/tRNA pair from archea or 
eukaryotes (Liu and Schultz 2010) and then uses mutagenesis and selection to improve 
the orthogonality and adaption of the imported pair. So far, two orthogonal tRNA pairs 
have been tested in E. coli. One is Methanocaldococcus jannaschii aaRSTyr/ tRNATyr, 
which can successfully incorporate non-canonical amino acids into bacteria using the 
amber stop codon with excellent fidelity and yields (Ryu and Schultz 2006). However, 




protein folding and stability lead to low incorporation efficiency. The ability of 
orthogonal aaRS specific for any given amino acids depends on structural constraints 
on the active sites. Therefore, it is possible to improve this approach with other aaRS / 
tRNA pairs which have different active sites. To address this question, some additional 
orthogonal tRNA pairs of various organisms have been adapted in E. coli, such as pairs 
from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (aaRSAsp / tRNAAsp, aaRSGln / tRNAGln, aaRSTyr / 
tRNATyr, and aaRSPhe / tRNAPhe) (Li, Fekner et al. 2009, Nguyen, Garcia Alai et al. 
2009, Virdee, Ye et al. 2010, Virdee, Kapadnis et al. 2011), a pair from archea (aaRSTyr 
/ tRNATyr) (Ai, Lee et al. 2010), and pairs with hybrid or consensus components (S. 
cerevisiae aaRSTyr/E. coli tRNAMet et al) (Groff, Chen et al. 2010, Wang, Wu et al. 
2010). 
 
Recently, one additional heterologous pair has been developed, from methanogens and  
genetically encode pyrrolysine (Srinivasan, James et al. 2002, Krzycki 2005). The 
advantage of this orthogonal pair is it is evolved naturally. In methanogens, under 
native contexts, the aaRSPyl / tRNAPyl function alongside the 20 canonical aaRS / 
isotRNA pairs without any cross-reactivity among pairs and incorporate pyrrolysine in 
response to the amber codon. For the other organisms, this pair preserves the 
orthogonality. It has been known that Methanosarcina barkeri aaRSPyl/ M. barkeri 
tRNAPyl and M. mazei aaRSPyl/ M. barkeri tRNAPyl are orthogonal in E. coli and 
mammalian cells without any further modification (Blight, Larue et al. 2004, Mukai, 




To enhance the incorporation of non-canonical amino acids, an evolved orthogonal 
ribosome (ribo-X) which efficiently incorporates non-canonical amino acids in 
response to an amber codon on an orthogonal mRNA with an orthogonal amber-
suppressor tRNA in E. coli was developed (Wang, Neumann et al. 2007). In addition, 
an RF-1 (release factor 1) knockout system was reported to enhance non-canonical 
amino acid incorporation (Johnson, Xu et al. 2011). Taken together, strategies to 
increase the efficiency and fidelity of amber codon suppression by orthogonal tRNA 
pairs are expected to be more diverse and further improved in the future.  
 
1.6.2 Genetic code expansion in Saccharomyces cerevisiae  
In S. cerevisiae, orthogonal pairs from bacteria and archaea have been used for the 
incorporation of non-canonical amino acids. Two pairs, E. coli aaRSTyr / tRNATyr and 
E. coli aaRSLeu / tRNALeu have been demonstrated to be orthogonal in Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae (Edwards and Schimmel 1990, Edwards, Trezeguet et al. 1991, Trezeguet, 
Edwards et al. 1991, Chin, Cropp et al. 2003, Chin, Cropp et al. 2003, Wu, Deiters et 
al. 2004). In S. cerevisiae, tRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase III and contain 
A-box and B-box in their promoter sequences which are within the sequence of the 
structural gene of tRNA (Sakamoto, Hayashi et al. 2002). The A-box and B-box 
elements are conserved among eukaryotes, while they are lacking in many E. coli 
tRNAs (Sakamoto, Hayashi et al. 2002, Chin, Cropp et al. 2003). Moreover, yeast 
tRNAs have the addition of the 3’CCA end after transcription. To transplant E. coli 




A-box and B-box has to be incorporated, which drives the transcription of the E. coli 
tRNA (Wang and Wang 2008). In addition, the engineered promoter is cleaved post-
transcriptionally and the 3’CCA end is added after transcription. All of these processes 
yield the mature tRNA (Wang and Wang 2008).  
 
To improve the amber suppression and specificity of the E. coli aaRSTyr / tRNA Tyr pair 
for incorporation of non-canonical amino acids, a new selection method to evolve the 
E. coli tyrosyl synthetase to recognise novel amino acids was developed. The selection 
methods developed in E. coli can be used to evolve the E. coli aaRSTyr / tRNA Tyr pair 
(Chin, Cropp et al. 2003, Chin, Cropp et al. 2003). The E. coli aaRSTyr / tRNA Tyr pair 
now can incorporate more than 10 non-canonical amino acids into proteins in yeast 
with yields corresponding to 20 ~ 40% of those of wild-type protein (Deiters, Cropp et 
al. 2003). A similar approach was applied to evolve the orthogonal E. coli aaRSLeu / 
tRNALeu pair (Wu, Deiters et al. 2004) to incorporate fluorescent amino acids in yeast 
(Wang, Parrish et al. 2009). More recently, aaRSPyl / tRNAPyl from M. mazei has been 
developed for use in yeast (Hancock, Uprety et al. 2010).  
 
1.6.3 Genetic code expansion in mammalian cells 
The orthogonal E. coli aaRSTyr / tRNATyr pair developed in yeast is not expressed in 
mammalian cells, since the sequence of A-box and B-box is different from the 
consensus mammalian A-box and B-box. Fortoitously, B. stearothermophilus tRNATyr 




aaRSTyr and its variants (Sakamoto, Hayashi et al. 2002, Hino, Okazaki et al. 2005, Liu, 
Brock et al. 2007). Although the suppression leads to a low yield, these mutated aaRSTyr 
together with B. stearothermophilus amber suppressor tRNATyr successfully insert non-
canonical amino acids (p-azidophenylalanine, p-benzoyl-l-phenylalanine, and p-
iodophenylalanine) into proteins in mammalian cells (Wang, Parrish et al. 2009, Ye, 
Huber et al. 2009).  
 
Moreover, it has been shown that aaRSPyl can incorporate non-canonical amino acids 
naturally in response to amber stop codon without further modification. With the use 
of extragenic RNA polymerase III promoter, U6 and H1 promoters, functional tRNAPyl 
is expressed in mammalian cells (Wang, Takimoto et al. 2007, Liu and Schultz 2010, 
Chin 2014). At present, several non-canonical amino acids have been incorporated into 
mammalian cells, such as photocrosslinking amino acids and fluorescence labeling 
amino acids (Nguyen, Elliott et al. 2011, Zhang, Lin et al. 2011, Lang, Davis et al. 2012, 
Lang, Davis et al. 2015). Thus genetic code expansion and incorporation of non-
canonical amino acids into a site specific manner has been achieved in many organisms 









1.7 Research Aims and Objectives 
The objectives of my thesis can be summarized into the following two points: 
1. The septation initiation network (SIN) plays a crucial role in regulation cytokinesis. 
The regulation of the asymmetry localization of the SIN proteins is less understood. 
In my work, I try to underlie the role of Csc1p (component of SIP complex 1), a 
newly identified protein, and Fin1p in generation of the asymmetry localization of 
the SIN components.  
 
2. I try to explore the feasibility of the method to incorporate non-canonical amino 
















Chapter II MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 S. pombe strains, media, and reagents 
2.1.1 Schizosaccharomyces pombe strains 
S. pombe strains used in the studies are listed in Table 2.1& 2.2 
Table 2.1 S. pombe strains used in the ‘SIN-Inhibitory Phosphatase Complex 
Promotes Cdc11p Dephosphorylation and Propagates SIN Asymmetry in Fission 
Yeast’. 
 
Strain No. Genotype  Source 
MBY603-1 cdc7-3xHA::ura4+ leu1-32 h+  Lab stock 
MBY5717 csc1Δ::ura4+ cdc7-3xHA::ura4+ leu1-32 ura4-D18  This study 
MBY6169 csc1-myc13::kanMx ura4-D18 leu1-32  This study 
MBY6378 csc3Δ::ura4+csc1Δ::ura4+ade6-M210 ura4-D18 leu1-32 This study 
MBY6380 csc2Δ::kanMx csc1Δ::ura4+ ade6-M210 ura4-D18 leu1-32 This study 
MBY6647 cdc11- myc13::kanMx ade6-M210 ura4-D18 leu1-32 h- Lab stock 
MBY6648 cdc11-136 ura4-D18 leu1-32 h- Lab stock 
MBY6772 cdc11-myc::kanMx csc1Δ::ura4+ leu1-32 ura4-D18 h+ This study 
MBY6899 csc3Δ::kanMx csc1-GFP::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32 h+  This study 
MBY6927 paa1-L566P::his5+-ura4+ csc3Δ:: kan ura4-D18 h+  This study 
MBY6935 cdc7-mCherry:kanMx leu1-32 ura4-D18 ade6-210 h- This study 
MBY7007 cdc11-136 csc4Δ::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32  This study 




MBY7091 paa1- L566P-his5+:ura4+ csc4Δ::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32 h+ This study 
MBY7188 Pcp1-mCherry::ura4+ h+ Lab stock 
MBY7189 Pcp1-mCherry::ura4+ h- Lab stock 
MBY7208 paa1-L566P-his5+:ura4+ csc2Δ::KanMx ura4-D18 leu1-32 This study 





MBY7324 kanMX-nmt1-spbc3h7.13-GFP::ura, cdc7-mCherry:kan, ura4-D18,  This study 
MBY7345 csc3-3xTAP::kanMx ade6-210 ura4-D18 leu1-32 h+  This study 
MBY7348 nda3-KM311 csc3-3XTAP::kanMx ura4-D18  This study 
MBY7352 




csc2-GFP::kanMx cdc7-mCherry::kanMx leu1-32 ura4-D18 ade6-
210 
This study 
MBY7415 ppa3Δ::kanMx ura4-D18 leu1-32 h-  This study 
MBY7425 




















Spac2c4.10c :: ura4 Kan Cdc11-myc::kan ade6-210 leu1-32 ura4-
D18 h- 
This study 
MBY7434 Fin1::ura4 sid2+::GFP::ura4+ ade6-21x leu1-32 ura4-d18  This study 
MBY7435 Fin1::ura4 Sid1-GFP(ura4+), ade6-210, leu1-32  This study 
MBY7443 






MBY7447 ppa1Δ::ura4+ leu1-32 ura4-D18 h-  This study 
MBY7448  ppa2Δ::ura4+ leu1-32 ura4-D18 h-  This study 
MBY7455 




ppa3Δ::kanMx csc3-GFP::Kan mCherry-atb2::hph leu1-32 ura4-
D18 h- 
This study 
MBY 7467 Spac2c4.10c :: ura4 ade6-210 leu1-32 ura4-D18  This study 
MBY7476 ppa3Δ::kanMx csc1Δ::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32 h+  This study 
MBY7478 csc1Δ::ura4+ paa1-L566P-his5+:ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32 h+ This study 
MBY7482 




 ppa2Δ::ura4+ cdc7-mCherry:kanMx leu1-32 ura4-D18 ade6-210 
h+ 
This study 
MBY7498 fin1.4GFP:Kan cdc7-24 h+  This study 
MBY7499 fin1.4GFP:Kan cdc7-24 h-  This study 
MBY7500 fin1.4GFP:Kan sid1-239 h+  This study 
MBY7501 fin1.4GFP:Kan sid1-239 h-  This study 
MBY7502 fin1.4GFP:Kan sid2-250 h+  This study 





MBY7641 cdr2::ura4 leu1-32 ura4-D18 h+  This study 
MBY7642 


















MBY7656 cdc16-116 csc1-GFP::ura4+ mCherry-atb2::hph leu1-32 ura4-D18 This study 
MBY7657 
h+/h-ppc89Δ::ura4+/ppc89+ade6-M210/ade6-M216 csc3-
GFP::kanMx mCherry-atb2::hph ura4-D18 
This study 
MBY7658 ppa1Δ::ura4+ ppa3Δ::kanMx ura4-D18 leu1-32  This study 
MBY7659 ppa2Δ::ura4+ ppa3Δ::kanMx ura4-D18 leu1-32  This study 
MBY7660 kanMX-nmt1-csc1-GFP::ura4+myc13-sid1::ura4+ ura4-D18 This study 
MBY7661 csc1Δ::ura4+ csc4Δ::ura4+ leu1-32 ura4-D18  This study 
MBY7662 csc2Δ::KanMx csc3Δ::kanMx ura4-D18  This study 
MBY7663 csc2Δ::KanMx csc4Δ::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32  This study 
MBY7664 csc2Δ::KanMx ppa3Δ::kanMx ura4-D18 leu1-32  This study 
MBY7665 csc4Δ:: ura4+ csc3Δ::kanMx ura4-D18 leu1-32  This study 
MBY7666 csc3Δ::kan ppa3Δ::kanMx ura4-D18  This study 
MBY7667 csc4Δ::ura4+ ppa3Δ::kanMx ura4-D18 leu1-32  This study 
MBY7668 ppa3Δ::kanMx paa1-L566P-his5+:ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32 This study 
MBY7669 csc2-GFP::kanMx mCherry-atb2::hph csc1Δ::ura4+ ura4-D18 h+ This study 
MBY7670 








csc2Δ::KanMx csc3-GFP::KanMx mCherry-Atb2::hph leu1-32 
ura4-D18 
This study 
MBY7673 csc2Δ::KanMx paa1-GFP::kanMx ura4-D18  This study 
MBY7675 
csc3Δ::kanMx csc2-GFP::kanMx mCherry-atb2::hph leu1-32 ura4-
D18 
This study 
MBY7676 csc3Δ::kanMx paa1-GFP::kanMx ura4-D18  This study 
MBY7677 































paa1-GFP::kanMx mCherry-atb2::hph csc4Δ::ura4+ ade6-210 
leu1-32 ura4-D18  
This study 
MBY7721 nda3-KM311 cdc11-myc13::kanMx ade6-M21x ura4-D18 leu1-32  This study 
MBY7723 cdc7-GFP::ura4+ csc1Δ::ura4+ rlc1-3GFP::KanMx  This study 
MBY7852 fim1-tap::kanMX6 h- This study 
MBY7853 fim1-tap::kanMX6 h+ This study 
MBY7854 ain1-tap::kanMX6 h- #1 This study 
MBY7856 Nmt1-wee1-50:: KanMX6 ura4-D18, leu1-32 h+  This study 
MBY7871 fim1-tap::KanMX6 nmt1-wee1-50::KanMX6 This study 
MBY7872 ain1-tap::KanMX6 #1 nmt1-wee1-50::KanMX6 This study 
MBY7873 ain1-tap::KanMX6 #2 nmt1-wee1-50::KanMX6 This study 
MBY7874 rng2-tap::KanMX6 nmt1-wee1-50::KanMX6 This study 
MBY7875 pREP1-Mad2,  fim1-tap::kanMX6  This study 
MBY7876 pREP1-Mad2, ain1-tap::kanMX6 h-  This study 
MBY7878 pREP1-Mad2, rng2-tap::kanMX6 This study 




MBY7880 pREP1-cyk3, ain1-tap::kanMX6 h-  This study 
MBY7882 pREP1-cyk3, rng2-tap::kanMX6 This study 
MBY7908 cdc15-dendra-kanMX6, ura4-D18, leu1-32 This study 
MBY7909 cdc12-dendra-kanMX6, ura4-D18, leu1-32 This study 
MBY7910 rng2-dendra-kanMX6, ura4-D18, leu1-32 This study 
MBY 7941 Lifeact-gfp atb2-mCherry ain1-∆::kanMx6 ura4-D18, h+ This study 
MBY7955 fim1DEL::kanMX6 Lifeact-gfp atb2-mCherry h+  This study 
MBY7956 ain-YFP::kanMX6  Lifeact-gfp atb2-mCherry h+ This study 
MBY7988 ain1-3HA::kanMX6 h-  
(From Wu 
JQ’s lab) 
MBY7989 fim1-3HA::kanMX6 h-  
(From Wu 
JQ’s lab) 
KGY10015  paa1-linker-TAP::kanR ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 h- This study 
 
Table 2.2 S. pombe strains used in the ‘Genetic code expansion’ 
 
Strain No. Genotype  Source 
MBY7903 ade6-704 ura4-294 leu1-32 his5DEL  This study 
MBY8220 MztRNA-pyl instead of iMet-tRNA at Ser3 tRNA locus This study 
MBY8221 MztRNA-pyl instead of iMet-tRNA at Ser3 tRNA locus This study 
MBY8306 
ade6-704 leu1-32 his5DEL h? MztRNA-pyl instead of iMet-tRNA 
at Ser3 tRNA locus  
This study 
MBY8307 
ade6-704 leu1-32 his5DEL h?MztRNA-pyl instead of iMet-tRNA 
at Ser3 tRNA locus 
This study 
MBY8487 act1-azpRS::leu, ade6-704 ura4-294 leu1-32 his5DEL  This study 
MBY8570 



















act1promoter-EcoYRS(WT)-FLAG::leu1+ ade6-704 ura4-294 
his5DEL, pNO13T-his5TAG-sup3.5-EcoYtRNA 
This study 
MBY8658 act1-azpRS::leu, pNO13T-his5TAG-sup3.5-met This study 
MBY8659 act1-azpRS::leu, pNO13T-his5TAG-sup3.5-EcoYtRNA This study 
MBY8743 









act1promoter-EcoYRS(WT)-FLAG::leu1+ ade6-704 ura4-294 
his5DEL, pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-GST-52-TAG 
This study 



























































































































































































































































































TAG-gfp   
This study 
MBY8969 same as MBY17, but mating type is h+, ade+ his+ ura4- leu- This study 
MBY8970 cdc3-124, Y-RS::leu, ade+ his- ura4- This study 




MBY8972 cdc3-124, AzF-RS::leu, ade+ his- ura4- This study 
MBY8973 
act1-azpRS::leu+,  pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-ura4- nmt1-mini-
GST(Y28TAG)-6xhis  
This study 







































































































































































































Y-RS::LEU, nda3-KM311, ura- , ade?-    This study 
MBY 
10028 
AzF-RS::LEU, nda3-KM311, ura-, ade?-     This study 
MBY 
10029 
Y-RS::LEU, cps1-191, ura-, ade?-     This study 
MBY 
10030 








cdc3-124, Y-RS::leu,  pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-ura4-nmt1-




cdc3-124, AzF-RS::LEU  pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-ura4-nmt1-




cdc25-22, Y-RS::leu, ura-   This study 
MBY 
10035 































act1-azpRS::leu, pNO13T-his5TAG-sup3.5-met This study 
MBY 
10108 
act1-azpRS::leu, pNO13T-his5TAG-sup3.5-EcoYtRNA This study 
MBY 
10109 
act1-azpRS::leu, pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-his5TAG This study 
MBY 
10110 
act1-benzoylRS::leu, ade6-704, ura4-294, his5DEL  This study 
MBY 
10111 














2.1.2 Media and growth conditions 
Cells were grown and maintained in yeast extract medium (YES) or Edinburgh minimal 
medium with appropriate supplements, which were previously described (Moreno, 
Klar et al. 1991). YPD medium containing 1% yeast extract (Gibco-BRL), 2% peptone 
(Gibco-BRL) and 2% glucose was mainly used for mating and sporulation. Strains 
were constructed by either random spore germination which was performed on YPD 
agar plates and selected on minimal medium, or by tetrad dissections which were 
carried out on YES agar plates by using a Singer MSM micromanipulator (Singer 
Instruments, Roadwater-Watchest, Somerset, UK).  
 
All experiments involving temperature sensitive strains were done at 24°C (permissive 




optimized permissive temperature for tRNA suppression fission yeast strains was 30°C 
unless indicated otherwise.  
 
To suppress the stop codon in Rlc1p-TAG-GFP under nmt1 promoter, cells were grown 
in thiamine containing medium (repressing condition) overnight, followed by three 
times washes with medium lacking thiamine and growth for another 6 hrs in medium 
lacking thiamine but supplemented with non-canonical amino acid before imaging. To 
induce the expression of genes under nmt1 promoter, cells were grown in thiamine 
containing medium (repressing condition), followed by three times washes with 
medium lacking thiamine and growth for another 16 hr in medium lacking thiamine 
before imaging on a wax-sealed YES agar.  
 
2.1.3 Enzymes, antibodies, and reagent 
Restriction enzymes used in this study were purchased from New England Biolabs 
(Beverly, MA, USA). Glusulase used for isolating surviving spores was obtained from 
Perkin-Elmer Life Sciences (Boston, USA). Zymolyase in this study was purchased 
from US Biological (Swampscott, MA, USA).  
 
Thiamine was used at a final concentration of 5 μg/mL to repress transcription from the 
nmt1 promoter (Maundrell 1990). H-4-Azido-Phe-OH and H-p-Bz-Phe-OH, the non-
canonical amino acids azido-phenylalanine and benzoyl-phenylalanine respectively 




staining, 4’, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was used, which was from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).  
 
Protein A sepharose CL-48 (GE Healthcare) was used to conduct Rlc1-GFP protein 
pull-down assay. His-tag purification was performed with Ni-NTA Agarose (QIAGEN). 
Glutathione-S-transferase purification was conducted with Glutathione-sepharose 4B 
(GE Healthcare). Proteins were detected with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 (Sigma) 
and by western blot analysis. Immunofluorescence staining of fixed cells was 
performed with the following antibodies:  
 
Primary antibodies: 
anti-αtubulin, TAT-1 (Mouse) (a gift from Dr. K. Gull (University of Oxford, United 
Kingdom)); anti-HA (Roche); anti-GFP (Abcam); anti-Byr4 (this study); anti-GST(GE 
Healthcare Life Sciences); anti-6xHis(Santa Cruz Biotechnology) 
 
Secondary antibodies: 
Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen); anti-mouse (Jackson Immuno 
Research); anti-rabbit (Jackson Immuno Research) 
 
2.2 Yeast Classic Genetics 




Two strains with opposite mating types, h+ and h- cells, are mixed in sterile water and 
plated on a YPD agar plate. Cells are then incubated for 2 to 3 days at room temperature 
and sporulation is monitored under the light microscope. 
 
2.2.2 Tetrad Analysis 
Cells from a two-day cross were plated in a line on a flat YES plate and incubated at 
36 degrees for 30 min to break down the cell walls. After drying the plate in a laminar 
flow hood for 2 hrs, spores are dissected. Tetrad dissection was carried out using a 
Singer MSM-300 dissection microscope. Finally, the spores are incubated at the 
appropriate temperature until colonies formed.  
 
2.2.3 Random Spore Analysis 
Cells taken from a three-day-old cross were resuspended in 1 mL sterile water 
containing 10 μL glusulase. After incubating at 37 degrees overnight, the spores are 
washed with 30% ethanol once to destroy the vegetative cells. After spinning down at 
a speed of 4,000 rpm for 1 min, spores are re-suspended in 1 mL sterile water and 
diluted 100 times. A sample of 100 μL of final is then plated on a YES agar plate to 
allow for spore germination.  
 




Double mutants were generated from crosses of two single mutants by either random 
spore or tetrad analysis. Growing colonies were replicated on selection medium 
according to the expected auxotrophies.  
 
2.3 Molecular Cloning Methods 
2.3.1 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
All the polymerase chain reactions were performed on a T100 Thermal Cycler from 
BIO-RAD.  
 
In this work, the Expand High Fidelity PCR system (Roche) was applied to amplify 
DNA fragments, using standard polymerase chain reaction conditions. This system is 
composed of a DNA template (~100 ng), forward and reverse primers (300 nM each), 
deoxynucleotide mix (200 μM of each dNTP), 1X Expand High Fidelity buffer (buffer 
2 from Roche), 1~2 μL Expand High Fidelity enzyme mix and sterile water added up 
to 50 μL. PCR products were purified using Gel/PCR DNA Fragments Extraction Kit 
(Geneaid) and purified products were used for further analysis.  
 
Standard PCR thermal cycling conditions were: Initial denaturation at 95 ℃ / 3 min; 
30 cycles including: denaturation at 94°C / 30 sec, annealing at 50°C / 30 sec, extension 





Apart from standard PCR, yeast colony PCR was also performed in this study. Yeast 
cells were picked up using toothpicks and dipped into 25 μL sterile water. Cells were 
resuspended in water and boiled at 100°C for 10 min to release genomic DNA. After 
spinning down, 5 μL of supernatant were used as DNA template in a 20 μL PCR 
reaction mixture. Instead of the Roche High Fidelity Taq employed in the standard PCR 
mixture described above, homemade Taq was used in yeast colony PCR.  
 
The thermal cycling conditions used for yeast colony PCR was: Initial denaturation at 
94 ℃ / 2 min;  35 cycles including: denaturation at 94°C / 10 sec, annealing at 52°C 
/ 15 sec, extension at 72°C / 1 min/kb; then 16°C hold. 
 
To insert a fragment into or delete a fragment from a plasmid, inverse PCR was 
performed. For inverse PCR, two primers were designed to generate the insertion 
fragment or to introduce a deletion. Each primer was ~50 bp in length and contained 
~25 bp of overlapping with the plasmid backbone sequence at which the insertion 
would be introduced. A standard PCR was performed firstly to generate the insertion 
fragment. 500 ng of the purified PCR product was used as primer of 50 μL inverse PCR 
mixture which contained 30 ng of plasmid template, 5 μL of dNTP, 5 μL of Pfu buffer, 
1 μL Pfu and ddH2O topped up to total volume. For deletion, primers are designed to 
match the both flanking regions of the deletion fragment. In addition, both primers have 





The thermal cycling conditions of inverse PCR was: Initial denaturation: 94 ℃ 3 min; 
Cycling starts: denaturation: 94°C 15 sec, annealing: 50°C 20 sec, extension: 68°C 2 
min/kb, 20 cycles from step 2 to step 4; Final extension: 68°C 5 min and 16°C hold. 
 
To sequence a DNA fragment or a plasmid, sequencing PCR was applied to this study. 
The PCR mixture was composed of 8 μL Big Dye (from Temasek LifeScience 
Laboratory)， 2 μL sequencing primer (1 pmol/μL), DNA (DNA fragment: 30 ng~50 
ng; plasmid: 75 ng~100 ng) and ddH2O which was added up to 20 μL.  
 
The thermal cycling conditions of sequencing PCR was: Initial denaturation: 94 ℃ 3 
min; Cycling starts: denaturation: 94°C 15 sec, annealing: 50°C 20 sec, extension: 65°C 
4 min, 35 cycles from step 2 to step 4; 16°C hold. 
 
For site-directed mutagenesis PCR, most steps were the same as inverse PCR. The only 
difference is the targeted mutation was designed into the forward and reverse primers 
in the middle of their overlap region.  
 
2.3.2 Restriction digestion and ligation 
All the restriction digestions and ligations were performed with New England Biolab 
enzyme and carried out as suggested in the NEB protocols.  
 




In this study, PCR products purifications were performed by using the gel / PCR DNA 
fragments extraction kit from Geneaid and carried out as described in the kit protocol.  
 
2.3.4 E. coli transformation 
The E. coli XL1-Blue strain was used in this study to select positive colonies. Calcium 
chloride treated Escherichia coli (E. coli) competent cells were used to transform E. 
coli with plasmid DNA. An appropriate amount of plasmid or ligation product was 
mixed with 100 μL of competent cells on ice 30min. Cells were then heated at 42 
degrees for less than 2 min. For plasmids containing the ampicillin resistant gene, after 
heat shock cells were directly seeded on LB ampicillin plates and grown at 37°C 
overnight (no more than 12 hrs). 
 
2.3.5 Plasmid and DNA fragments extraction  
Miniprep and DNA extraction were performed with kits from Geneaid.  
 
2.3.6 S. pombe Lithium Acetate transformation 
To transform plasmids into a fission yeast cell, 20 mL overnight culture (a 
concentration of 0.5-1 x107 cells/mL (OD595≈0.5)) were needed. Cells were harvested 
at 3,000 rpm for 1 min and washed with 1 mL LiAc/TE buffer (made from 100 mM 
lithium acetate pH 7.5, 10 mM Tris-HCl and 1 mM EDTA pH 7.5). After suspending 
cells in 100 μL LiAc/TE buffer, 2 μL ssDNA (sonicated salmon sperm carrier DNA, 




suspended cells and incubated at room temperature for 15 min. Next, 240 μL of 
PEG/LiAc/TE (40% w/v PEG 4000 in 100 mM LiAc, 10 mM  Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA) 
were added to cells followed by gently mixing. After incubating them at 30℃ for  45-
60 min, 43 μL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were added into cells followed by a 
gentle shake. Cells were heated at 42℃ for 5 min and rinsed with sterile water. Cells 
were resuspended in 100 μL water and plated on the selective agar plate. Colonies 
would form after 5 days at 24℃. 
 
2.3.7 Extraction of S. pombe genomic DNA 
To isolate yeast genomic DNA, yeast cells were resuspended in digestion solution (0.5 
mL 1.2 M sorbitol, 0.1 M EDTA, 2 mg/mL Zymolyase, 1% v/v β-mercaptoethanol 
(BME)) and incubated at 37℃ for 30 min to disrupt the cell wall. Spheroplasts were 
harvested at 5000 rcf, 1 min and resupended in 0.45 mL lysis buffer (100 mM NaCl, 
50 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris pH 9.0). Shortly after, 50 μL 10% SDS and 10 μL 20 
mg/mL proteinase K were added into cells before incubation at 65 ℃ for 45 min. 
After cooling down the cells on ice about 10 min, 200 μL 5 M KAc were added to 
precipitate proteins. After centrifugation, the supernatant was recovered and DNA was 
precipitated with isopropanol and resuspended in TE buffer. Genomic DNA was stored 
at -20℃.  
 




A PCR-based gene targeting method was used to tag genes with 13x-Myc, 3x-HA and 
TAP epitopes. The tagged derivatives csc1-13x-myc, ain1-tap, rng2-tap, and fim1-tap 
were generated using pFA6a-kanMX6 tagging cassettes. Briefly, the forward primer 
containing 80 bp homologous to sequence immediately upstream of the STOP codon 
of genes to be tagged and 20 bp homologous to the 5' end of the kanMX6-cassette as 
well as the reverse primer containing 80 bp homologous to sequence immediately 
downstream of the STOP codon of the genes to be tagged and 20 bp homologous to the 
3' end of the kanMX6-cassette were designed and amplified PCR fragments were 
transformed into fission yeast cells following heat shock protocol. Transformants were 
selected based on geneticin (G418; Sigma) resistance.  
 
Besides, azido-phenylalanine tRNA synthetase and benzoyl-phenylalanine tRNA 
synthetase were integrated into the genome at the leu locus by homologous 
recombination using linearized plasmids derived from pJK148 (Keeney and Boeke 
1994). Integration constructs, pJK148-act1-AzFRS, and pJK148-act1-BpaRS, were 
generated by inverse PCR. Both plasmids were linearized by NruI digestion at a unique 
site at 500 bp upstream of the C-terminus and transformed into fission yeast cells 
following heat shock protocol (Moreno, Klar et al. 1991). Transformants were selected 
based on leu+ prototrophy 
 






Table 2.3 All the constructs made in these studies. 
 
pTMB No. Vector 
pTMB 75 pNO13T-spleu6flanks-bstYtRNA 
pTMB 76 pNO13T-his5TAG-spleu6flanks-bstYtRNA 
pTMB 77 pNO13T-his5TAG-sup3.5-bstYtRNA 
pTMB 78 pNO13-ser3-TAG 
pTMB 79 
pJK148-act1promoter-EcoYRS(WT) with FLAG-tag at C-
terminus 
pTMB 80 pNO13T-his5TAG-sup3.5-met 
pTMB 81 pNO13T-his5TAG-sup3.5-met-spleuflanks-BstYtRNA 
pTMB 82 pNO13T-his5TAG-sup3.5-EcoYtRNA 
pTMB 83 pNO13T-his5TAG-sup3.5-met-spleuflanks-EcoYtRNA 
pTMB 84 pNO13-sup3.5-EcoYtRNA 
pTMB 85 pNO13-ser3-EcoYtRNA 
pTMB 86 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-his5TAG 
pTMB 87 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-GST-52-TAG 
pTMB 88 pREP42-act1promoter-act1-1374TAG 
pTMB 89 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-his5TAG-6xhis-tag 
pTMB 90 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-GST-52-TAG 
pTMB 91 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin 
pTMB 98 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-his5-nmt1-mini-profilin 
pTMB 99 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-ura4-nmt1-mini-profilin 
pTMB 100 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-his5-nmt1-mini-act1 







pTMB 105 PGEM-SUP3.5-MztRNApyl#3 
pTMB 106 PGEM-SUP3.5-MztRNApyl#6 
pTMB 108 pNO13his-TAG(from kian hong) 
pTMB 109 pJK148-act1promoter-EcoYRS-FLAG 
pTMB 111 pENTRY-sptRNA-A-amber 
pTMB 112 pENTRY-CMV-MbpylRS 
pTMB 113 pNO13-Sup3.5-MztRNA Pyl-GSTF52STOP (TAG) 
pTMB 114 pJK-act1-MbAzZlysRS 
pTMB 115 pJK148-act1 promoter-azidolRS 
pTMB 116 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-ura4-nmt1-mini-6Xhis-profilin 
pTMB 117 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-ura4-nmt1-mini-gfp-TAG-rlc1 
pTMB 118 pUC57-PylRS_barkri_Nork 
pTMB 119 pUC57-PylRS_barkri_cpk 




pTMB 121 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (F21amb) 
pTMB 122 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (Y53amb) 
pTMB 123 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (Y91amb) 
pTMB 124 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (F127amb) 
pTMB 125 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (Y143amb) 
pTMB 126 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (Y166amb) 
pTMB 127 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (Y188amb) 
pTMB 128 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (F200amb) 
pTMB 129 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (F223amb) 
pTMB 130 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (Y240amb) 
pTMB 131 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (Y279amb) 
pTMB 132 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (Y337amb) 
pTMB 133 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (Y371amb) 
pTMB 134 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin(F167amb)   
pTMB 135 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (G168amb) 
pTMB 136 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (Y169amb) 
pTMB 137 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (A170amb) 
pTMB 138 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (L171amb) 
pTMB 139 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (H173amb) 
pTMB 140 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (K284amb) 
pTMB 141 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (C285amb) 
pTMB 142 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (D286amb) 
pTMB 143 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (V287amb) 
pTMB 144 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (D288amb) 
pTMB 145 pNO13-sup3.5-ecoYtRNA-nmt1-mini-actin (R290amb) 



























































































pTMB 176 pJK148-act1 promoter-benzyolRS 





2.4 Cell biology and microscopy 
2.4.1 Fixation  
Cells were grown in the appropriate medium until they reached an OD595 = ~ 0.5, fixed 
either with formaldehyde or cold methanol. For formaldehyde fixation, one fifth 
volume of 37% formaldehyde was added to the liquid culture at growing temperature 
and incubated for 20 minutes. For methanol fixation, cells were harvested and mixed 
with cold methanol for 8 minutes at -20°C. In both cases, fixed cells were rinsed with 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) thrice and then ready for staining.  
 
2.4.2 Nuclei and cell wall staining  
Aniline blue, a cell wall staining dye that specifically binds to 1,3-ß-glucan, was added 
to the formaldehyde-fixed cells to a final concentration of 0. 5 μg / mL.  
 
For nuclei staining, fixed cells were permeabilized with PBS solution containing 1 % 
Triton-X 100 for 1 minute, and then rinsed with PBS thrice. 1 μg / mL 4',6-diamidino-
2-phenylindole (DAPI) was added to the cell suspension to visualize the nuclei. 
 
2.4.3 Immunofluorescence staining 
For immunofluorescence, cells were processed as previously described 
(Balasubramanian, McCollum et al. 1997). Briefly, fixed cells were firstly treated with 




with PBS solution containing 1.2 M sorbitol one time, cells were incubated in 140 μL 
PBS solution containing 1.2 M sorbitol and 60 μL protoplasting enzyme mixture (5 
mg/mL lysing enzyme (Sigma) and 3 mg/mL zymolyase (made in PBS containing 1. 2 
M sorbitol)). The cells were kept at 36℃ for protoplasting around half an hour. The 
protoplast process were monitored under the light microscope every 5 mins by mixing 
small amount of cell suspension with 10 % sodium dodecyl surface (SDS). Once more 
than 80 % of cells were protoplasted, PBS containing 1% Triton-X100 can be added to 
stop protoplast. The protoplast was harvested at speed of 3000 rpm and following with 
three times washes in PBS. The protoplasts were further blocked in PBAL (PBS + 10% 
BSA, 100 mM lysine hydrochloride, 50 μg / mL carbenicillin and 1 mM sodium azide) 
at room temperature for one hour. Then primary antibodies were added to 200 μL of 
protoplast and incubated at room temperature 3 hrs or 4 degrees overnight. After 
washing with PBAL buffer thrice, 1 μL of Alexa Fluor conjugated secondary antibody 
(Molecular Probes) was added to 200 μL cell suspension. The mixture was incubated 
in the dark at room temperature about one hour. Before imaging, cells were washed 
with PBAL three times. Anti-Byr4p (laboratory collection), anti-GFP (Abcam), and 
anti-TAT1 antibodies (a generous gift from Dr. Keith Gull) were used at a dilution of 
1:200, 1:200 and 1:100, respectively, to individually visualize GFP-tagged proteins, 
Byr4p localization, and microtubules. Fluorochrome-conjugated secondary antibodies 
were used at a dilution of 1:200. 
 




Bright-field and epifluorescence microscope images were captured using an Olympus 
IX71 microscope equipped with a Plan Apo 100x/1.45 NA oil objective lens, a camera 
(CoolSNAP HQ; Photometrics) and MetaMorph software (version 6.2r6; MDS 
Analytical Technologies). 
 
2.4.5 Spinning Disk Microscopy 
Spinning disk images were captured by spinning disk using a Microlambda spinning 
disk (manufacturer: microLAMBDA). Microlambda spinning disk using a Nikon 
ECLIPSE Ti microscope equipped with a Plan Apo Vc 100x/1.40 Oil objective lens, a 
Yokogawa CSUX1FW spinning disk system, Photometrics CoolSNAP HQ2 camera, 
and MetaMorph (v7.7.7.0) software. Cobolt CalypsoTM 491 nm DPSS laser and 
Cobolt JiveTM 561 nm DPSS laser were used for excitation. 
 
2.4.6 Time-lapse movie slide preparation 
For all spinning disk time-lapse movies, cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4,000 
rpm for 1 min. Most of the supernatant was removed. 1 μL the left cell suspension was 
placed on a single concave glass slide (Sail brand) containing a YES + 2% agarose pad 
on the concave side. Prior to imaging, a coverslip was placed on top and sealed with 
VALAP (vaseline/lanolin/paraffin, 1:1:1) to prevent evaporation. The cells were 
imaged at the desired temperature 
 




All images were processed and analyzed by using ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) 
or Metamorph software. Graphs in this thesis were made in Excel, Adobe Illustrator 
and / or ChemBioDraw 14.0.  
 
2.4.8 Bioinformatics 
For multi-sequence alignments, CluterX (1.81) and BLAST (Basic Local Alignment 
Search Tool, http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) were used.  
 
2.5 Biochemistry 
2.5.1 Western Blot 
Cells were lysed by glass bead disruption and eluted with lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-
HCl pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM PMSF, supplemented with protease 
inhibitors (Complete EDTA-free; Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland)). The lysate 
was clarified by centrifugation at a speed of 200 x g. The supernatant was heated at 
100℃ 5 min after the addition of 2x Laemmli sample buffer and dithiothreitol (DTT).  
 
For Western blotting, equal volumes of each sample were loaded onto SDS-
polyacrylamide gels of an appropriate concentration and run at a constant current of 20 
mA for 80 min. Note that the maximum voltage was lower than 200 V. After SDS-
PAGE, proteins were blotted on PVDF (Polyvinylidene fluoride) membrane at a 




pH 8.3, 192 mM glycine, 10% v/v methanol. Membranes were incubated with 
appropriate concentration of primary antibodies in blocking buffer (5% w/v milk, 0.05% 
v/v Tween-20 in TBS or PBS) at room temperature for 3 hrs or 4℃ overnight. After 
washing the blots thrice with PBST or TBST with gentle agitation, secondary 
antibodies were added to incubate the blots at room temperature for 1hr. The blots were 
developed using the ECL kit according to the manufacturer’s instruction. 
 
2.5.2 Immunoprecipitation (IP) 
Total cell extracts of fission yeast were prepared by glass bead disruption and 
solubilized in buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 10% Glycerol, 
complete protease inhibitors (Complete EDTA-free; Roche Diagnostics, Basel, 
Switzerland)) and 1.5 μg / mL of PMSF. Cell extracts were then cleared from the cell 
wall debris by centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 15 mins at 4°C. To immunoprecipitate 
protein complexes, 500 μL of soluble protein was incubated with 5 μL of rabbit 
polyclonal anti-GFP antibodies for 1–2 hr at 4°C. Protein A-Sepharose beads CL-4B 
(100 μL, Amersham Biosciences) were then added to the antigen-antibody 
immunecomplex and incubated for 45 min at 4°C. After three washes with buffer 
containing 1% Triton X-100, the beads were resuspended in SDS-PAGE loading buffer 
and heated at 95°C for 5 mins. The Protein A-Sepharose beads were spun down at 
14,000 rpm for 5 min and the supernatants were resolved on 12%-15% SDS-PAGE. 
 




probe the PVDF membranes containing the resolved proteins. The membranes were 
blocked with 5% non-fat milk in phosphate-buffered saline-Tween 20 (137 mM NaCl, 
2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 7.4) for 1 hr 
at room temperature. Primary mouse monoclonal anti-GFP antibodies (ab290, Abcam) 
were used at a 1:2000 dilution. Peroxidase-conjugated a-mouse IgG (715-035-151,42 
Jackson Immuno Research) were used at 1:2000 dilutions, and the chemiluminescent 
signal was detected using a 1:1 mixture of ECL1 (2.5 mM 3-aminophytaldrazide 
dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 0.4 mM p-coumaric acid, 100 mM Tris-HCl, 
pH 8.5), and ECL2 (0.02% H2O2, 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5). 
 
2.5.3 Glutathione (for GST-tagged proteins) purification 
The extract preparation for the glutathione purification was as described for the 
immunoprecipitation experiments. The extracts were incubated for 1–2 hr at 4°C with 20 
μL of pre-swollen glutathione-sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare) beads equilibrated with lysis 
buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 10% Glycerol, complete protease inhibitors and 
1.5 μg / mL of PMSF). The supernatants were removed after centrifugation at a speed of 
1,000 rpm for 2 min. The beads were washed twice with PBS containing protease inhibitors 
and lysis buffer containing 0.1% Triton-100 once. The final elution buffer was 50 mM 
Tris/HCl, 10 mM reduced Glutathione, pH = 8.0. Two fractions were collected.  
 
2.5.4 His-tag purification 




immunoprecipitation experiments. The extracts were incubated for 1–2 hr at 4°C with 
300 μL of pre-washed HisPur Ni-NTA Resin (Thermo Scientific) equilibrated with 
lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 10% Glycerol, complete protease 
inhibitors and 1.5 μg / mL of PMSF). The supernatants were removed after spinning 
down at a speed of 2,000 rpm for 2 min. The beads were washed with lysis buffer with 
20 mM imidazole thrice. The final elution buffer was lysis buffer with 500 mM 
imidazole.  
 
2.5.5 TAP affinity purification 
The total cell extracts of 1 liter culture of fission yeast were prepared by the glass bead 
disruption and solubilized in buffer containing NP-40 with protease inhibitors. 400 μL 
IgG Sepharose beads were pre-washed with NP-40 and re-suspended in the same buffer. 
Pre-washed IgG Sepharose beads were added to the cell lysate and incubated on a roller 
for 1 hr at 4℃. The mixtures were transferred onto BioRad gravity-flow Poly-Prep 
Chromatography Columns (0.8 × 4 cm). The column beads were washed with 10 mL 
of IPP150 (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.1% NP-40, 150 mM NaCl) thrice. Freshly 
prepared TEV Cleavage Buffer 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.1% NP-40, 150 mM NaCl, 
0.5 mM EDTA, 1.0 mM DTT) was used to equilibrate column beads. After closing the 
column with a stopper, 1 mL TEV Cleavage Buffer containing 300-500 U TEV 
(tobacco etch virus) protease was added to the column. The lid of the column was 
plugged in, and the column beads were incubated on a roller for 2 hrs, 4℃. The elutes 




of CBB (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.1% NP-40, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM Mg2+ acetate, 
1 mM imidazole, 2 mM CaCl2, 10 mM BME) and 3 μL of 1M CaCl2 per mL of IgG 
elute were added into the new column. Meanwhile, 300 μL Calmodulin resin slurry 
was washed with CBB (0.1% NP-40) and re-suspended in CBB (0.1% NP-40) to a total 
volume of 300 μL. The pre-washed Calmodulin resin was mixed with the above elutes 
and incubated for 1hr at 4℃. Following two times washes (1 mL of CBB (0.1% NP-
40); 1 mL of CBB (0.02% NP-40)). The CEB buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.02% 
NP-40, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM Mg2+ acetate, 1 mM imidazole, 20 mM EGTA, 10 mM 
BME) was used for a final elution and 5 fractions were collected. The elutes were 
precipitated with TCA by adjusting them to 25% TCA. After 30 min incubation on ice, 
samples were spun down at a speed of 14,000 rpm for 30 min. The TCA pellets were 
washed with 1 mL of -20ºC acetone and centrifuged again at maximum speed for 5 min. 
Finally, the supernatants were discarded, and the pellets were ready for mass 
spectrometry analysis.  
 
2.5.6 Trichloroacetic Acid Precipitation and Filter Aided Sample Preparation  
A 750 μL cold sterilized water was added to 50 μL purified protein. After the addition 
of 150 μL 1.85 M NaOH, the mixture was vortexed for several seconds. 150 μL cold 
Trichloroacetic acid was added to the mixture following and the samples placed on ice 
for 10 min. Then the whole mixture was spun down at a speed of 14,000 rpm around 
25 min. The white protein pellet could be observed in the bottom of the Eppendorf tube 





TCA precipitated samples were resuspended in 20 μL lysis buffer (4% (w/v) SDS, 100 
mM Tris/HCl pH 7.6) and kept at 95℃ for 5 min. Before starting sample processing, 
the lysate was clarified by centrifugation at 16,000 x g for 5 min. The supernatant were 
transferred to 10 kD cut-off centrifugal filter (Amicon). The protein extract were mixed 
up with 400 µL of UA (8M urea (Sigma, U5128) in 0.1 M Tris/Hcl pH 8.8) in the filter 
unit and centrifuged at a speed of 14,000 x g / 25 min. This step was repeated one more 
time and followed by the addition of 100 µL IAA solution (38.5mg iodoacetamide in 
UA buffer). The sample was mixed at 600 rpm in thermos-mixer for 1 min and 
incubated without mixing for 5 min at room temperature. The centrifugal filter unit was 
spun down at 14,000 x g for 30 min. After removing the flow-through, 400 µL of UB 
(8 M urea (Sigma, U5128) in 0.1 M Tris/HCl pH 8.0) was added to the filter unit and 
centrifuged at 14,000 x g for 40 min. This step was repeated twice. 120 µL ABC (0.05 
M NH4HCO3 in water) with trypsin was added into the filter unit and incubated at 37℃ 
overnight. After trypsin digestion, the filter unit was transferred to a new tube and 
centrifuged at 14,000 x g / 20 min. 50 µl 0.5 M NaCl was added into the filter unit, 
which was spun down at a speed of 14,000 x g for 20 min. The flow-through was 
collected and acidified with 0.05% CF3COOH.  
 
2.5.7 Gel processing, enzymatic digestion, and peptide extraction 
All processing of the gel plugs was performed by a MassPrep robotic protein handling 






Gel plug/s were destained twice using 50% acetonitrile in 50 mM ammonium 
bicarbonate, rinsed with acetonitrile then allowed to air dry for 10 minutes, reduced 
with 10 mM dithiothreitol in 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate for 30 minutes followed 
by alkylation with 55 mM iodoacetamide in 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate.  The 
gel plugs were then rinsed with acetonitrile, 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate followed 
by acetonitrile for a further 3 times. A 25 µL aliquot of 6 ng / µL trypsin was added to 
each sample and allowed to incubate at 37oC for 4.5 hrs. The resulting peptides were 
initially extracted using 30 µL of an aqueous solution containing 2% acetonitrile and 
1% formic acid. A second extraction using 15 µL of an aqueous solution containing 51% 
acetonitrile and 0.5% formic acid was then carried out and combined with the first 
extraction. 
 
nanoLC-ESI-MS/MS Analysis  
Reversed phase chromatography was used to separate tryptic peptides prior to mass 
spectrometric analysis. Two columns were utilized, an Acclaim PepMap µ-precolumn 
cartridge 300 µm i.d. x 5 mm 5 μm 100 Å and an Acclaim PepMap RSLC 75 µm x 25 
cm 2 µm 100 Å (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, USA). The columns were installed on an 
Ultimate 3000 RSLCnano system (Dionex, Sunnyvale, USA). Mobile phase buffer A 
was composed of 0.1% aqueous formic acid and mobile phase B consisted of 80% 




equilibrated in 2% aqueous acetonitrile containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid for 8 min 
at 10 µL / min after which peptides were eluted onto the analytical column at 300 nL / 
min by increasing the mobile phase B concentration from 3% B to 35% over 35 min 
then to 90% B and held over 4 min and re-equilibrated at 3% B.  
 
Eluting peptides were converted to gas-phase ions by means of electrospray ionization 
and analyzed on a Thermo Orbitrap Fusion, (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, USA). 
Survey scans of peptide precursors from 350 to 1500 m/z were performed at 120K 
resolution (at 200 m/z) with a 4 × 105 ion count target. Tandem MS was performed by 
isolation at 1.6 Th using the quadrupole, HCD fragmentation with normalized collision 
energy of 35, and rapid scan MS analysis in the ion trap. The MS2 ion count target was 
set to 104 and the max injection time was 200 ms. Precursors with charge state 2–7 
were selected and sampled for MS2. The dynamic exclusion duration was set to 45 s 
with a 10 ppm tolerance around the selected precursor and its isotopes. Monoisotopic 




The raw data was processed using MSConvert in ProteoWizard Toolkit (version 
3.0.5759). MS spectra were searched with Mascot engine (Matrix Science, version 
2.5.0) against a database of 5,268 sequences derived from PomBase v2.23, a 




(http://www.pombase.org) appended with the GST sequence and the common 
Repository of Adventitious Proteins Database 
(http://www.thegpm.org/cRAP/index.html). Database search parameters assumed the 
digestion enzyme was trypsin. Up to two missed cleavage sites were permitted with 
carbamidomethylation of cysteine as a fixed modification, and oxidation of methionine 
as variable modification. Precursor mass tolerance was 20 ppm and product ions were 
searched at 0.8 Da tolerances.  
 
2.5.8 Cross-link induction 
Purified GST proteins containing the non-canonical amino acid AzF or tyrosine were 
used in these experiments. The concentration of purified proteins were estimated and 
diluted to a similar concentration. 20 uL of each sample was loaded onto parafilm, 
which was kept in icebox. Samples were exposed to UV (254 nm) in UV crosslinker 
CL-1000 (VWR) 5 min and collected into Eppendorf tubes. The proteins were analyzed 
by western blot.  
 
2.5.9 Click-it reaction for labeling Glutathione-S-transferase containing AzF 
Proteins were purified as described for the immunoprecipitation. 10 μM DIBO-Alexa 
Fluor 555 dissolved in DMSO was mixed with the purified proteins. The reaction was 






2.5.10 Fission yeast in vitro ring isolation  
The cells expressing either E. coli aaRSTyr or E. coli aaRSAzF carried Rlc1–TAG-GFP 
construct. They were first grown at 24 °C to early log phase in minimal medium 
containing 0.5% glucose. These cells were then shifted to minimal medium containing 
1 mM azido-phenylalanine for 7 hrs. When the OD595 of the culture was 0.5~0.6, the 
culture was harvested and re-suspended in E-buffer (50 mM Sodium citrate, 100 mM 
Sodium Phosphate). The lysing enzyme (0.0125 g / 5 mL) and zymolyase (15 units) 
were added into the cell suspension. The time for cell wall digestion was 20 min. More 
than 90% of the cells were spheroplasted. These spheroplasts were then grown in 
minimal medium with 0.8% sorbitol and 1 mM azido-phenylalanine at 25°C with slow 
shaking (80 rpm). Contractile ring formation was monitored by fluorescence 
microscopy. For a typical experiment, at the point of spheroplasting Rlc1p-GFP signal 
was detected in a single bright dot-like structure in 100% of the spheroplasts and 
actomyosin arcs or contractile rings were not seen. After 5 hrs of incubation at 24°C, 
actomyosin arcs could be detected, and 25–35% of the spheroplasts had a fully formed 
contractile ring. At this point, spheroplasts were collected for permeabilization.  
 
Spheroplasts were washed twice with wash buffer (0.8 M sorbitol, 2 mM EGTA, 
5 mM MgCl2 and 20 mM PIPES–NaOH, at pH 7.0) and incubated for 5 min in isolation 
buffer (0.16 M sucrose, 50 mM EGTA, 5 mM MgCl2, 50 mM potassium acetate, 
50 mM PIPES-NaOH, at pH 7.0, 0.5% NP-40, 10 μg / mL leupeptin, 10 μg 




1 mM dithiothreitol) on ice. Spheroplasts were homogenized with a Teflon/glass 
homogenizer. Cell ghosts were washed twice with reactivation buffer (0.16 M sucrose, 
5 mMMgCl2, 50 mM potassium acetate, 20 mM MOPS-NaOH, at pH 7.0, 10 μg / 
mL leupeptin, 10 μg / mL aprotinin, 10 μg / mL pepstatin, 0.5 mM 





















CHAPTER III   A Novel Protein Complex SIN-
Inhibitory Phosphatase Complex (SIP) And NIMA Kinase 
Fin1p Modulate SIN Activity During Cytokinesis  
3.1 Introduction 
The model organism used in my research is Schizosaccharomyces pombe. The cell 
cycle of Schizosaccharomyces pombe can be only divided into 4 phases, G1, S, G2 and 
M. Cytokinesis is the final stage of the cell cycle during which the two daughter cells 
undergo physical separation. In the fission yeast, actomyosin ring is required by 
cytokinesis. In addition, ring constriction is concomitant with the deposition of a multi-
layered division septum, which is cleaved in the end to release the two daughter cells 
(Pollard and Wu 2010, Goyal, Takaine et al. 2011).  
 
At the end of mitosis, when nuclear separation is complete, constriction of the 
actomyosin ring is triggered by a regulatory network termed the Septation Initiation 
Network, SIN. This network is required to maintain the integrity of actomyosin ring 
and for its ring contraction as well as septum deposition (McCollum and Gould 2001, 
Krapp and Simanis 2008). There are some major components localizing at the Spindle 
Pole Body (SPB) in SIN signaling pathway, where they bind to the scaffold-proteins, 
Sid4p and Cdc11p (Krapp, Schmidt et al. 2001, Morrell, Tomlin et al. 2004). The 
Cdc16p/Byr4p complex is the GTPase Activating Protein (GAP) for the Spg1p, a 




et al. 1998, Jwa and Song 1998, Furge, Cheng et al. 1999, Li, Furge et al. 2000). The 
GTP bound form of Spg1p is only present in late mitosis, and it recruits the Cdc7p 
kinase to the SPB (Cerutti and Simanis 1999). Cdc7p allows the recruitment of kinase 
Sid1p which is in complex with Cdc14p to the SPB, but only after mitotic exit (mitotic 
Cdk1 inactivation) (Fleig and Gould 1991, Gould, Feoktistova et al. 1998, Guertin, 
Chang et al. 2000). MPF (Mitosis Promoting Factor) activation regulates the activity 
of some kinases, including polo, Aurora, and NIMA-related kinases (Nurse 1990, Nigg 
2001). Once NIMA kinase is activated, the SIN localization is restrained on the old 
SPB (Grallert, Krapp et al. 2004). However, NIMA kinase homolog in fission yeast, 
Fin1p in SIN function is not fully understood. Protein localization studies classified all 
SIN components into three categories depending on their timing and localization 
pattern to the SPBs. Of these, Spg1p, Sid2p, and Mob1p are detected at the SPB 
throughout the cell cycle (Schmidt, Sohrmann et al. 1997, Sparks, Morphew et al. 1999, 
Salimova, Sohrmann et al. 2000). Cdc7p, Sid1p, and Cdc14p localize to only one of 
the two SPBs (the newly generated SPB) during late mitosis (Fankhauser and Simanis 
1994, Guertin, Chang et al. 2000). Conversely, Byr4p and Cdc16p localize specifically 
to the old SPB during late mitosis (Li, Furge et al. 2000). Importantly, Cdc7p, Sid1p 
and Cdc14p localized to both the SPBs in SIN hyper-active mutants (Sohrmann, 
Schmidt et al. 1998, Guertin, Chang et al. 2000). The mechanism underlining the 






In this chapter, a new Forkhead-domain-associated protein Csc1p, was characterized. 
Csc1p localizes to the SPBs early in mitosis and transiently localizes asymmetrically 
to the old SPB. In addition, it is a part of a novel multi-protein complex, named SIP 
(SIN-inhibitory PP2A complex), containing Csc1p, Csc2p, Csc3p, Csc4p, a previously 
uncharacterized catalytic subunit of protein phosphatase 2A (Ppa3p) and the A-subunit 
of the PP2A holoenzyme Paa1p. Interestingly, SIP complex was demonstrated to 
promote localization of Byr4p, which is known to be a negative regulator of SIN at the 
old SPB, leading to the establishment and propagation of Cdc7p and Sid1p at the new 
SPB (Grallert and Hagan 2002, Grallert, Connolly et al. 2012). In this chapter I describe 
analysis of another SIN regulatory protein, Fin1p. My study shows that the localization 
of Fin1p is affected in Csc1p deletion mutant. I propose that Csc1p may play a role in 















3.2.1 Csc1p localizes to early mitotic SPBs  
So far most known SIN components localize to the spindle pole bodies in a cell cycle 
regulated manner. To identify new regulators of the SIN is by characterizing proteins 
which specifically localize to the mitotic SPBs (McCollum and Gould 2001, Simanis 
2003, Krapp, Gulli et al. 2004, Goyal, Takaine et al. 2011). To this end, we searched 
the GFP-ORFeome and a previously uncharacterized Forkhead-associated (FHA) 
domain protein (SPBC3H7.13), named Csc1p (Component of SIP Complex 1), was 
identified (Singh, Shao et al. 2011). There are 301 amino acids in Csc1p which contains 
an N-terminal FHA domain and two coiled-coil domains in its C-terminus (Figure 
3.2.1A). FHA domain is a phosphopeptide recognition domain and present in a diverse 
range of proteins which participate into many cellular processes, such as signal 
transduction and protein degradation. Csc1p is evolutionarily related to Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae Far10p and Homo sapiens SLMAP (Figure 3.2.1E), however neither have 
been well characterized. 
 
3.2.2 Csc1p becomes transiently asymmetrically localized to the mother 
SPB  
To further characterize Csc1p, the endogenous Csc1p was tagged with GFP (green 
fluorescent protein) to visualize its localization. The strain expressing Csc1p-GFP is 
































Figure 3.2.1_Csc1p localizes to early mitotic SPBs and becomes asymmetrically 
localized to the mother SPB transiently 
(A). Schematic representation of Csc1p with the FHA domain at the N-terminus and 
two coiled-coil domains.  
(B). The localization of Csc1p in the whole cell cycle is shown in the montage (Bottom 
panel). The numbers shown on top right of the montage represent In cells with short 
mitotic spindles, Csc1p localizes to both SPBs, which is enlarged to display in Top 
panel. In both cases, csc1-gfp mCherry-atb2 cells were grown at 24°C till mid-log 
phase, fixed with methanol. The localization of Csc1p and microtubules were imaged.  
(C). Csc1p shows a transient asymmetric localization to one SPB. cdc25-22 cells 
expressing Csc1p-GFP and mCherry-Atb2p (α tubulin) were arrested at G2 by 
incubation at 33°C for 3 hrs. The cells were then released at 24°C and grown for 1 hr. 
Cells were fixed with methanol and the localization of Csc1p and microtubules were 
imaged.  
(D). Csc1p and Cdc7p segregate to opposite SPBs. cdc25-22 cells expressing Csc1p-
GFP and Cdc7p-mCherry were grown at the permissive temperature and fixed with 
methanol. Scale bar, 5 μm 
(E). Amino acid sequence alignment of Csc1p with 9 homologs in Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae and Homo sapiens by ClustalX. The first 8 genes represent 8 homologs in 







cells, Csc1p-GFP was detected at both SPBs in cells with a short spindle (Figure 
3.2.1B, top panel). Time-lapse imaging of cells expressing Csc1p-GFP and mCherry-
atb2 (α tubulin) showed that Csc1p-GFP was not detected on the SPB in interphase 
cells and was also not clearly detected on either of the SPBs following initiation of 
anaphase B neither (Figure 3.2.1B, bottom panel). To further analyze the localization 
of Csc1p in details, Csc1p-GFP was checked in synchronous cdc25-22 mutant cells. In 
cdc25-22 mutant cells, the mitotic spindle is two and a half times longer in length than 
that in normal mitotic cells (Russell and Nurse 1986). From this analysis, asymmetric 
distribution of Csc1p to SPBs was clearly shown in half of total cells (Figure 3.2.1C), 
which indicates that in some mitotic cells Csc1p only localize to one of the two SPBs. 
Since Csc1p was observed on one of the two SPBs, it was possible that it co-localized 
with Cdc7p / Sid1p or with Byr4p. To address this, a synchronous cdc25-22 mutant 
cells expressing Csc1p-GFP and Cdc7p-mCherry was generated, and the localization 
pattern on SPBs of these two proteins was checked. Csc1p displayed two localization 
patterns: in some cells both Csc1p-GFP and Cdc7p-mCherry equally segregated on 
both SPBs respectively. While in the other cells Csc1p signal was weaker or 
disappeared from one of the SPB and stronger on the other one, Cdc7p signal intensity 
was interestingly reciprocal to that of Csc1p (Figure 3.2.1D). Collectively, Csc1p, a 
newly identified FHA domain containing protein localizes to both the SPBs and 
displays a transient / weaker asymmetric distribution during early mitosis.  
 




To further characterize csc1 function in cytokinesis, a csc1 deletion strain was 
generated through homolog recombination, and its phenotype was studied. In wild type 
cells, septum deposition was only observed in the cells after completion of nuclear 
segregation at the end of mitosis. However, some uninucleate cells with division septa 
were found in the csc1 deletion mutant (Figure 3.2.2A). In addition, more than one 
septum was detected in binucleate cells (Figure 3.2.2A). Although the abnormal 
septum formation was not displayed in all the cells, this still suggested that Csc1p might 
function as an inhibitor of the SIN. Previous work have shown that the uncontrolled 
septation in a cell division cycle was attributed to the loss-of-function of SIN inhibitors, 
such as Byr4p and Cdc16p (Minet, Nurse et al. 1979, Li, Furge et al. 2000, Singh, Shao 
et al. 2011). I quantified the percentage of interphase csc1Δ cells with a single division 
septum after arrested in S-phase. Consistent with the assumption that Csc1p 
participates in inhibiting SIN pathway, a division septum was displayed in 4-6% of S 
phase arrested csc1Δ cells (Figure 3.2.2B). The small percentage of uninucleate cells 
with a division septum also suggested that Csc1p was not essential for SIN inactivation 
but participated in it. Previous studies have shown that in the cells with constitutive 
activation of the SIN, Cdc7p and Sid1p localized to both SPBs in mitotic cells, which 
is different from their localization in wild type cells (Sohrmann, Schmidt et al. 1998, 
Guertin and McCollum 2001). Since csc1Δ cells showed weak SIN activation 
phenotype, the localization of Cdc7p-GFP and Sid1p-GFP in csc1Δ cells was further 
checked. In wild type cells, Cdc7p and Sid1p only localized to one SPB in late anaphase. 





Figure 3.2.2_Csc1p negatively regulates the SIN and promotes asymmetric 
localization of SIN-kinases Cdc7p and Sid1p 
(A). The phenotype of csc1Δ is uninucleate cells with a division septum OR binucleate 
cells with more than one septum. csc1Δ cells were grown at 30°C, fixed, and stained 
with DAPI (for DNA) and aniline blue (for cell wall).  
(B). Loss of Csc1p function can cause the formation of division septum in interphase 
cells. Wild type (WT) and csc1Δ cells were grown at 24°C or 30°C, treated with 12 
mM HU for 6 hrs to arrest the cells at S-phase. Interphase cells with a division septum 
were quantitated (n = 500 × 3). Cells with septum deposition were counted for WT as 
well as csc1Δ.  
(C). Cdc7p and Sid1p localize symmetrically in csc1Δ cells. Wild type cells expressing 
Cdc7p and mCherry-Atb2p were fixed with methanol and the localization of the 
fluorescent proteins were imaged (left panel). Wild type cells expressing Sid1p were 
fixed and imaged (right panel) in the same way as cells expressing Cdc7p described as 




both SPBs in late anaphase (Figure 3.2.2C). These experiments suggested that Csc1p 
is necessary for establishing the asymmetric localization of Cdc7p and Sid1p. 
 
3.2.4 Csc1p is present in a multi-protein complex  
Work done by Dr. Sadananda Singh in Balasubramanian’s lab showed that Csc1p 
physically associated with Csc2p (SPBC27B12.04c), Csc3p (SPBC1773.02), Csc4p 
(SPAC2C4.10c), Paa1p (the scaffold A-subunit of PP2A), and Ppa3p (a novel catalytic 
subunit of PP2A) (Kinoshita, Nemoto et al. 1996). This was confirmed by mass 
spectrometry and pull-down experiments. Furthermore I analyzed GFP tagged strains 
generated by Dr. S. Singh. To investigate the subcellular localization of these Csc1p-
associated proteins, a collection of strains expressing Csc2p-GFP, Csc3p-GFP, Csc4p-
GFP, Paa1p-GFP and Ppa3p-GFP under endogenous promoters was generated 
respectively. The GFP signals in three of the five strains (except Csc4p-GFP and 
Ppa3p-GFP) was detected on the SPBs during mitosis (Figure 3.2.3). Csc2p and Csc3p 
localized on both SPBs in early mitotic cells and was not detected in interphase cells 
or late anaphase cells (Figure 3.2.3 top two panels). Interestingly, Csc2p and Csc3p 
were also detected around the nuclear envelope (Figure 3.2.3 top two panels). 
Compared to the signals of Csc2p and Csc3p, the localization of Paa1p was slightly 
different. Paa1p-GFP signal was detected on mitotic SPBs and the actomyosin ring in 
late mitosis (Figure 3.2.3 bottom panel). Taken together, these localization results 








Figure 3.2.3_Csc2p, Csc3p, and Paa1p localize to early mitotic SPBs 
Csc2p, Csc3p, and Paa1p localize to early mitotic SPBs instead of SPBs in other cell 
stage. Cells expressing mCherry-Atb2p and one of the following fusion proteins, 
Csc2p-GFP, Csc3p-GFP, and Paa1p-GFP were grown at 24°C and the localization 
patterns of the fluorescent proteins were investigated. In each case, three examples in 







3.2.5 Dependence of SIN-Inhibitory Phosphatase Complex components 
between each other 
Next, I further studied how Csc2p, Csc3p, Csc4p, Paa1p, and Ppa3p functioned in the 
SIN pathway. Towards this goal, all these genes deletion strains except Paa1p were 
generated. Since Paa1p is essential for cell viability (Kinoshita, Nemoto et al. 1996), a 
temperature-sensitive allele paa1-L566P instead of a deletion mutant was generated, 
which was able to form colonies at 24°C but lethal at 36°C. In these experiments, I 
colaborated with Dr. S. Singh. All the single deletion mutants were viable at 32°C, but 
in combination with cdc16-116, a GAP deficient mutant which grows at 32°C and the 
SIN activity in this mutant is hyperactivated, to form double mutants, none of them 
were capable of colony formation (data not shown). Furthermore, in all single mutants, 
the other members of the multiprotein complex lost their localizations to SPB (Figure 
3.2.4A). In addition, Cdc7p localized to both SPBs in late mitotic cells of all the above 
single mutants (data by Dr. S. Singh). I generated double mutants in all possible 
pairwise combinations. I quantified the percentage of multi-septate cells and 
uninucleate cells with a division septum for all the double mutants (Figure 3.2.4B), 
which did not show significant additive effects. Taken together, these analyses 
suggested that Csc1p, Csc2p, Csc3p, Csc4p, Paa1p and Ppa3p functioned as a single 
complex, termed SIP (SIN-inhibitory Phosphatase Complex). The SIP functioned as a 
SIN inhibitor.   
 














Figure 3.2.4_ Localization Dependency of SIP components between each other 
(A). Localization Dependencies of the SIP-Complex Components. The localization of 
SIP components, Csc1p-GFP, Csc2p-GFP, Csc3p-GFP and Paa1p-GFP, were 
investigated in csc1Δ, csc2Δ, csc3Δ, paa1-L566P and ppa3Δ these SIP defective 
mutants respectively. The relevant between SIP components is indicated in the table. 
(-) Not relevant, (x) does not localize to SPB(s), (NA) not analyzed, (xp) partial 
localization in some cells.  
(B). Percentage of the SIN hyperactivated cells in the SIP double deletion mutants. 
Double mutants were grown at 24°C. Cells with SIN hyperactivation phenotype, like 
multi-septum in mitotic cells and interphase cells with division septum, were 















Our previous data showed that the SIP functioned as a negative regulator of the SIN 
signaling. Genetic analysis suggested that Byr4p, a component of GTPase-activating 
protein complex, was a negative regulator of septation while the binding of Byr4p to 
Spg1p GTPase seemed to promote GTP dissociation and hydrolysis (Furge, Wong et 
al. 1998). However, localization of all SIN components has not been studied in Byr4p 
mutant (previous work has studied Spg1p and Cdc7p) (Li, Furge et al. 2000). In 
addition, previous work used germinated spores. In my experiments, I used Byr4p 
temperature sensitive mutant. To further confirm the function of Byr4p in regulating 
the SIN activity, I characterized the Byr4p loss-of-function temperature-sensitive (ts) 
mutant generated by Dr. X. Tang. The localization of Spg1p to SPB was not affected 
by the ectopic activation of the SIN through mutations in Byr4p (Figure 3.2.5B). As 
in wild type cells, Spg1p localized to SPBs during the whole cell cycle (Figure 3.2.5B). 
Sid2p displayed the same localization as Spg1p (Figure 3.2.5D). It has been known 
that SIN effector kinases Cdc7p and Sid1p localized to the SPB from metaphase and 
on both SPBs during anaphase A, only on the newly created SPB in anaphase B 
(Sohrmann, Schmidt et al. 1998, Guertin and McCollum 2001). In Byr4p temperature 
sensitive mutant, Cdc7p and Sid1p localized to SPB during interphase and segregated 
on both SPBs during anaphase, also suggesting the SIN pathway is hyper-activated by 
Byr4p loss-of-function (Figure 3.2.5 C-D). Taken together, this further investigation 
of Byr4p mutant strengthens its negative role in regulating the SIN signaling.  
 











Figure 3.2.5_Characterization of Byr4p (ts) mutant 
(A). In wild type cells, Byr4p localizes on SPB during interphase and is absent from 
SPBs in metaphase and early anaphase cells. Later in anaphase B Byr4p colocalized 
with one SPB and two SPBs in binucleate cells with septa. Wild-type cells were grown 
at 24°C and processed for indirect immunofluorescence with antibodies against the α-
tubulin and Byr4p. The Byr4p signal (α-Byr4p) and tubulin signal (α-tubulin) images 
were overlaid and representative fields are shown.  
(B). Wild-type cells or byr4- mutants individually expressing Spg1p-GFP were grown 
at 24°C overnight and shifted up to 36°C for 4 hrs, fixed with methanol and stained 




images. In each sample, three examples in different cell stages are shown. Cells were 
observed by Olympus fluorescence microscopy. 
(C-D). Wild-type cells or byr4- mutants expressing Cdc7p-GFP, Sid1p-GFP or Sid2p-
GFP respectively, were grown at 24°C overnight and shifted up to 36°C for 4 hrs, fixed 
with methanol and stained with DAPI to visualize nuclei. GFP fusion proteins were 
imaged by Olympus fluorescence microscopy and overlaid with DAPI images. Cdc7p 
localized on both SPBs during anaphase A, while dissociated from one SPB in 
anaphase B. In byr4- mutant, Cdc7p localize on both SPBs during anaphase, even 
though the septum has formed. Similarly, in byr4- background, Sid1p localized on both 
SPBs. In wild type, Sid2p is always on SPB no matter in wild-type or byr4- mutant. 















generated the antibody against Byr4p for visualizing its subcellular localization, and I 
purified this antibody (the validation of this antibody was not shown here). In wild type 
cells, Byr4p localized on SPB during the G2 and Metaphase and on both SPBs in 
anaphase A (Figure 3.2.5A). In late anaphase, Byr4p localized to one SPB (Figure 
3.2.5A) (Li, Furge et al. 2000). These data are consistent with the previous study, 
indicating that the ɑ-Byr4p antibody is reliable to visualize Byr4p localization in vivo.  
 
Since SIP was a negative regulator of the SIN pathway and because Byr4p concentrated 
on the SPB lacking Cdc7p (Li, Furge et al. 2000), I investigated the localization 
dependence between Byr4p and SIP. To address this question, I tested the localization 
of Byr4p in SIP defective mutants. Wild-type and csc1Δ cells expressing Cdc7p-3xHA 
were fixed and stained with antibodies against HA and Byr4p. In late anaphase, Cdc7p 
and Byr4p segregated on opposite SPBs in wild type cells (Figure 3.2.6A). However, 
in the late anaphase of csc1Δ cells, Cdc7p was detected on anaphase SPBs and 
importantly, Byr4p was not detected on either SPB (Figure 3.2.6A). The same 
phenotype was also observed in csc3Δ, paa1-L566P, and ppa3Δ cells (Figure 3.2.6B), 
which suggested that SIP promoted Byr4p localization to SPB in anaphase. 
Interestingly, Byr4p was readily detected on SPB in interphase cells in wild-type and 
SIP defective mutants (Figure 3.2.6 A-B), while it was undetectable on the SPB in SIP 
defective mutants in late anaphase (Figure 3.2.6B). Collectively, these results showed 















Figure 3.2.6_Byr4p localization in SIP defective mutants 
(A). Wild-type and csc1Δ cells expressing Cdc7p-3xHA were grown at 24°C and fixed 
with methanol. Cells were processed for indirect immunofluorescence using antibodies 
against the HA-epitope to visualize cdc7 (the third column) and against Byr4p to 
visualize byr4 (the second column). After staining, cells were mounted in DAPI and 
images acquired (the first column). All the images were overlaid and representative 
fields are shown.  
(B). csc3Δ, ppa3Δ cells grown at 24°C and paa1-L566P cells shifted up to 36°C 4 hrs 
were fixed with methanol and stained with antibodies against tubulin and Byr4p, 
mounted in DAPI solution and images acquired. All the images were overlaid and 















3.2.7 SIP plays a role in recruiting Byr4p to the SPB 
Considering the function of SIP in recruiting Byr4p to the SPB, overexpression Csc1p 
would be expected to cause an inappropriate recruitment of Byr4p to the SPB and lead 
to cytokinesis defects. To this end, I have generated a triple transgenic variety of this 
strain by introducing nmt1-csc1, rlc1-3gfp and uch2-gfp, which expressed csc1 under 
thiamine repressing promoter and labeled the actomyosin ring and the nucleus 
respectively. In this strain, I investigated the nuclear division and actomyosin ring 
constriction under overexpression condition. Upon removal of thiamine to induce the 
expression of csc1 for 16 hrs, cells were elongated and nearly 75% cells displayed 
multiple nuclei in a cell compartment (Figure 3.2.7A). This is in contrast to the control 
cells under repressing condition (Figure 3.2.7A). Next, I overexpressed Csc1p-GFP in 
wild-type cells and quantified the phenotype displayed under both inducing conditions 
and repressing conditions. Nearly 75% of the cells were multinucleated under inducing 
conditions (Figure 3.2.7B). Furthermore, in contrast to the controls, Byr4p was 
recruited to both SPBs at anaphase B in more than 85% of the cells overexpressing 
Csc1p (Figure 3.2.7.C-D). Conversely, Cdc7p and Sid1p failed to localize to any of 
the SPBs in mitotic cells (Figure 3.2.7.E done by Dr. S. Singh). Collectively, 
overexpression of Csc1p resulted in the extended localization of Byr4p at SPBs in 
anaphase.  
 
3.2.8 Potential interplay between Fin1p and Csc1p 













Figure 3.2.7_SIP plays a role in recruiting Byr4p to the SPB 
(A-B). Overexpression of Csc1p leads to a failure in cytokinesis. Cells expressing 
nmt1-csc1, rlc1-3gfp and uch2-gfp were grown in minimal medium lacking thiamine 
for 16 hrs at 24°C and fixed. Nuclei and actomyosin ring were visualized by GFP signal. 
The percentage of multinucleated cells in minimal medium lacking thiamine or with 
thiamine were then determined (n = 500 × 3). Scale bar, 5 μm. 
(C). Overproduction of Csc1p leads to recruitment of Byr4p to both SPBs in mitotic 
cells. nmt1-csc1-gfp cells were grown and fixed as described in (A-B). The cells were 
then stained using antibodies against Byr4p and tubulin TAT-1 antibody. 
Immunofluorescence signal images were overlaid with DAPI images. Scale bar, 5 μm. 
(D). Quantitation of the percentage of anaphase SPB pairs with Byr4p on one or both 
the SPBs (n=50×3). 
(E). Overproduction of Csc1p leads to dissociation of Cdc7p to SPBs in mitotic cells. 
nmt1-csc1-gfp cells expressing Cdc7p-mCherry were grown and fixed as described in 











SPB (Grallert and Hagan 2002). I investigated the dependency between Csc1p and 
Fin1p. As my previous data showed that Byr4p is recruited by SIP complex, in 
conjunction with Iain Hagan and his colleagues’ work which showed Byr4p physically 
bind Fin1p, I speculated that Fin1p might interplay with SIP complex. However, it has 
not been revealed that whether Fin1p has a direct interaction with Csc1p. To address 
this problem. I investigated the localizations of Fin1p in csc1Δ mutant and the 
localization of Csc1p in fin1Δ background. Previous work has shown that Csc1p 
localized on both SPBs in early mitosis and displayed a transient asymmetric 
distribution in anaphase. The similar localization was observed in fin1Δ mutant (Figure 
3.2.8 A). I quantified the percentage of asymmetric localization of Csc1p in fin1Δ allele, 
and found that in early mitosis around half of the cells showed asymmetric localization 
at SPBs, which is not significantly different from the percentage counted in wild type 
cells (Figure 3.2.8 B). However, the distribution of Fin1p is affected in csc1Δ mutant 
(Figure 3.2.8 A). Fin1p was not able to localize to the SPBs when cells just entered 
into mitosis. Upon entry into anaphase, it seems the distribution of Fin1p was corrected 
and segregated to both SPBs. Collectively, I speculated that Csc1p might be upstream 
of Fin1p and play a role in localizing Fin1p to the SPBs. Given that the SIP complex 
contributes to the establishment of SIN asymmetry and Fin1p asymmetric localization 
is dependent on the SPB age, this hypothesis might also provide a potential molecular 
framework for the establishment and even the propagation of asymmetry of the SIN 













Figure 3.2.8_Interaction between Fin1p and Csc1p 
(A). Time-lapse imaging of cells expressing Fin1p-4GFP, Fin1p-4GFP csc1Δ 
mCherry-Atb2p and fin1Δ Csc1p-GFP mCherry-Atb2p. All the strains were grown at 
24°C and the localization patterns of the fluorescent proteins in the whole cell cycle 
were investigated. Scale bar, 5 μM 
(B). Asymmetric localization of Csc1p-GFP is not affected in fin1Δ strain. Wild type 
and fin1Δ cells were grown at 24°C. Mitotic cells with a short spindle were quantitated 
(nWT=50, n fin1Δ=13). Cells with asymmetric localization of Csc1p-GFP were counted 


















In this chapter, I have characterized a SIN-inhibitory phosphatase complex termed SIP. 
SIP complex contains 6 components including Csc1p, Csc2p, Csc3p, which are the 
homologous proteins of the budding yeast protein Far10p, Far11p and Far8p, a novel 
protein Csc4p, one new catalytic subunit of PP2A (Ppa3p) and the A-subunit of PP2A 
(Paa1p) (Kinoshita, Nemoto et al. 1996, Kemp and Sprague 2003). I was able to 
visualize four out of the six SIP components in vivo, and all of them localized to the 
early mitotic SPB. For Csc4p and Ppa3p, unfortunately, I was unable to detect the 
localization patterns of these two proteins in mitosis. As a protein complex, the 
localization of each SIP components on SPB depends on all other SIP components, 
since in all the SIP single defective mutants, the other SIP elements lose their 
localizations to the SPB. In addition, double SIP deletion mutants did not show additive 
phenotype compare to single SIP mutants, indicating that the SIP complex works as a 
single unit to regulate the SIN pathway.  
 
3.3.1 Csc1p is a weak negative regulator of the SIN  
As a central component of SIP complex, Csc1p localizes to both SPBs in early mitosis 
and then transiently asymmetrically localizes to the old SPB that loses Cdc7p. The 
similar asymmetric distribution of the other SIP components was also observed but 
data was not shown in this chapter. Collectively, these observations suggest that SIP is 




(Sohrmann, Schmidt et al. 1998, Guertin and McCollum 2001).  
 
In addition, I have found that Csc1p deletion mutant cells displayed multisepta 
phenotype in binucleate cells or uninucleate cells with a single division septum, 
indicating a negative regulatory role of Csc1p. Loss of Csc1p function leads to 
symmetric localization of Cdc7p and disassociation of Byr4p on SPBs in mitotic cells. 
Similar phenotype was observed in the other single SIP defective mutants. However, 
unlike the other SIN negative regulator defective mutants, cdc16-116 and byr4Δ (Minet, 
Nurse et al. 1979, Song, Mach et al. 1996), SIP defective mutants are viable with the 
presence of Cdc7p on both SPBs in mitotic cells. It is possible that the presence of 
Cdc7p on both SPBs may just activate SIN moderately compared to the wild-type 
levels. Cdc7p re-localizes on SPBs following completion of septation and in 
subsequent interphase might cause hyperactivation of the SIN and uncontrolled 
septation. Since in SIP defective mutants Cdc7p leaves both SPBs before completion 
of septation, this may account for the viability of SIP mutants.  
 
3.3.2 Byr4p localization to SPB is regulated by different mechanisms 
In SIP defective mutants, Byr4p, the component of GAP, localizes to the interphase 
SPB and dissociates from SPB during mitosis, suggesting that the mechanisms behind 
the regulation of Byr4p localization on SPB are different in various cell cycle stages 
(Li, Furge et al. 2000). Cells overexpressing Csc1p displayed multinucleated 




Byr4p localizes to both mitotic SPBs in cells overexpressing Csc1p. This is consistent 
with the dissociation of Byr4p with either of the SPBs in csc1Δ, csc3Δ, paa1-L566P, 
and ppa3Δ cells. Taken together, SIP complex is involved in regulating the localization 
of Byr4p during cytokinesis.  
 
3.3.3 Potential molecular mechanisms behind the generation of asymmetric 
localization of SIN components 
Protein localization studies have shown that Cdc7p, Sid1p, and Cdc14p only localize 
to the newly generated SPB which contains GTP bound Spg1p during late mitosis 
(Fankhauser and Simanis 1994, Guertin, Chang et al. 2000, Guertin and McCollum 
2001). Although Spg1p localizes to the interphase SPB, Cdc7p, Sid1p and Cdc14p do 
not localize to interphase SPB (Fankhauser and Simanis 1994, Sohrmann, Schmidt et 
al. 1998, Guertin, Chang et al. 2000, Grallert, Krapp et al. 2004). By contrast, Byr4p 
and Cdc16p localize specifically to the old SPB during anaphase (Sohrmann, Schmidt 
et al. 1998, Cerutti and Simanis 1999, Li, Furge et al. 2000, Grallert, Krapp et al. 2004). 
The most important is, if Cdc7p and Sid1p localize to either interphase SPB or both 
SPBs in mitosis, it will lead to the uncontrolled septation, suggesting that the symmetric 
localizations of Cdc7p and Sid1p lead to the hyperactivation of the SIN and even 
cytokinesis defect (Sohrmann, Schmidt et al. 1998, Guertin, Chang et al. 2000). 
However, so far the mechanism behind the asymmetric localization of the SIN 
components on SPBs during mitosis is still not fully understood. It is likely that the 




maintenance of the asymmetric localization of Cdc7p (Grallert, Krapp et al. 2004). In 
my study, I found that SIP complex localizes symmetrically to the early mitotic SPBs. 
As the spindle extends, SIP displays a transient asymmetric localization on the SPBs. 
The similar distribution is also observed on Cdc7p. I believe for both of them, the entry 
into mitosis activates the activity of the SIN and cyclin-dependent kinase, which leads 
to the transient symmetric distribution of Cdc7p and SIP (Sohrmann, Schmidt et al. 
1998, Grallert and Hagan 2002). Work by Dr. S. Singh showed that Cdc11p 
phosphorylation was increased in csc1 mutant, suggesting SIP dephosphorylates 
Cdc11p. Krapp et al. have shown that the septation inhibitor Byr4p interacts 
preferentially with hypophosphorylated Cdc11p, while the mitotic 
hyperphosphorylation of Cdc11p requires the activity of Cdc7p (Krapp, Cano et al. 
2003). Taken together, SIP may dephosphorylate Cdc11p on both SPBs in early mitosis 
leading to the recruitment of Byr4p and the loss of Cdc7p from the old SPB. As Cdc7p 
dissociates from the old SPB, less hyperphosphorylation of Cdc11p on the old SPB 
might recruit more Byr4p to it, which will further increase the differentiation of two 
mitotic SPBs untill a stable asymmetric state is attained.   
 
3.3.4 SIP complex is conserved across species  
SIP components are conserved across evolution and have homologues from yeasts to 
human. In budding yeast, there are Far10p, Far11p and Far8p, which are the 
homologous of Csc1p, Csc2p and Csc3p respectively (Kemp and Sprague 2003). In 




MEN, in which members of the MEN localize asymmetrically to mitotic SPBs 
(Balasubramanian, Bi et al. 2004, Seshan and Amon 2004). Therefore, future studies 
will test whether SIP homologous participate in the establishment or propagation of 
MEN asymmetry in budding yeast. In addition, in animal cells, a protein complex 
termed as striatin interacting phosphatase and kinase (STRIPAK) and containing 
PP2A catalytic and scaffolding subunits (Goudreault, D'Ambrosio et al. 2009) (related 
to the SIP) has been shown to negatively regulate the Hippo-Lats pathway (Ribeiro, 
Josue et al. 2010) (members of which are related to those of the SIN). The molecular 
mechanism behind this negative regulation is not fully understood. Thus, the 
mechanism of SIP regulation I described in this chapter could be applied to explain the 
possible mechanisms of SIP homologous function in other organisms.  
 
3.3.5 Fin1p may play a role in establishing the SIN asymmetry  
Fin1p is a new component of the SIN but not a core SIN component, since Fin1p 
deletion mutant is viable and only show modest effects on SIN output (Grallert, Krapp 
et al. 2004). I have shown that Fin1p localization depends on SIP, but SIP localization 
does not require Fin1p. Future work should reveal the interactions between Fin1p / SIP 








CHAPTER IV   GENETIC CODE EXPANSION IN 
SCHIZOSACCHAROMYCES POMBE 
4.1 Introduction 
Twenty canonical amino acids are used as building blocks to construct proteins in all 
organisms. The sequences of amino acids and their chemical properties give rise to the 
large array of activities encoded in proteins. Interestingly, some non-canonical amino 
acids exist in living systems also and are incorporated into proteins, like pyrrolysine, 
selenocysteine, through endogenous translation systems (Hao, Gong et al. 2002, 
Srinivasan, James et al. 2002, Johansson, Gafvelin et al. 2005). Large arrays of non-
canonical amino acids have been developed through chemical approaches. 
Incorporation of these amino acids at precise locations in proteins should lead to novel 
ways of studying protein function as well as improved biotechnological applications.  
 
Addition of new building blocks to the canonical amino acids requires a unique codon 
which has not been assigned to any canonical amino acid (Noren, Anthony-Cahill et al. 
1989). In addition, an orthogonal tRNA / aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase pair, which does 
not cross-react with any endogenous translation components has to be introduced into 
host cells to incorporate the non-canonical amino acid(s) at specified locations (Noren, 
Anthony-Cahill et al. 1989, Furter 1998, Liu and Schultz 1999). Genetic code 
expansion and protein functional studies have been achieved in many organisms and 




Now more than 80 non-canonical amino acids with novel chemical, physical, and 
biological properties (Liu and Schultz 2010) have been successfully incorporated into 
eukaryotic model organisms or cell lines in response to the amber codon TAG, 
including in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Chin, Cropp et al. 2003), Candida albicans 
(Palzer, Bantel et al. 2013), Caenorhabditis elegans (Parrish, She et al. 2012), 
mammalian somatic cells and stem cells (Sakamoto, Hayashi et al. 2002, Liu, Brock et 
al. 2007).  
 
Fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe is an attractive model for understanding 
molecular mechanisms governing cell growth, division, and polarity. S. pombe is 
amenable to genetic manipulation using molecular biology, biochemistry, genomics, 
and high resolution imaging. To expand the repertoire of technologies that can be used 
in fission yeast to study protein function, we sought to develop experimental 
approaches to expand the fission yeast genetic code and thereby to facilitate genetic 
incorporation of non-canonical amino-acids at specified locations into fission yeast 
proteins.   
 
In this study, I expanded the genetic code of S. pombe. I have engineered S. pombe cells 
with orthogonal E. coli tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase (TyrRS) / E. coli tRNATyr pair 
enabling site specific incorporation of non-canonical amino acids through amber codon 
suppression. I show that the cross-linking nitrene generating amino acid azido-




also show the ability of glutathione S-transferase containing AzF at position 52 (the 
dimerization site) to generate covalently linked multimers upon UV exposure. My 
studies introduce a new and powerful approach to study protein function to the range 























4.2.1 Expression and functionality of the orthogonal pair in S. pombe 
Incorporation of the non-canonical amino acids into a protein of interest is achieved by 
genetic code expansion. It is mediated by a nonsense codon-decoding suppressor tRNA 
from different organisms. The amber stop codon constituting the nonsense codon in 
most cases is inserted at the desired position of the gene of interest and decoded with 
the orthogonal pair which function in parallel to other endogenous tRNAs and amino 
acids tRNA synthetase (aaRS) in the respective organism. The corresponding tRNA 
synthetase has been extensively mutagenized in the active-site residues to ensure 
substrate specificity only for one non-canonical amino acid (Chin, Cropp et al. 2003, 
Takimoto, Adams et al. 2009). This methodology may allow the generation of proteins 
with new or enhanced properties as well as facilitate studies of protein function in all 
kinds of organisms. 
 
Genetic code expansion has been successfully performed in E. coli, S. cerevisiae, C. 
elegans and animal cells (Chin, Martin et al. 2002, Chin, Cropp et al. 2003, Chin 2014). 
Incorporation of non-canonical amino acids into S. cerevisiae proteins is carried out by 
an amber codon-decoding suppressor tRNATyr from Escherichia coli (E. coli tRNATyr) 
(Chin, Cropp et al. 2003). The corresponding tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase from E. coli has 
been engineered in the five active-site residues to ensure only charging tRNATyr with 
non-canonical amino acid AzF (Chin, Cropp et al. 2003). This newly engineered E. coli 




efficiently in response to the amber codon during translation (Chin, Cropp et al. 2003). 
Since the physiology of S. pombe and S. cerevisiae are relatively similiar, to facilitate 
the introduction of the non-canonical amino acid AzF into S. pombe, I utilized the 
orthogonal pair from S. cerevisiae.  
 
The expression of tRNA in eukaryotic cell requires two internal promoters (A-box and 
B-box) in its encoding sequence (Sakamoto, Hayashi et al. 2002). However E. coli 
tRNATyr only contains B-box and the generation of A-box in the E. coli suppressor 
tRNATyr impairs suppression activity (Sakamoto, Hayashi et al. 2002). Consequently, 
transcription from these regulating sequences alone cannot be observed in S. pombe. I 
therefore linked the E. coli tRNATyr with S. pombe endogenous nonsense suppressor 
tRNA (sup3-5) which suppresses the opal nonsense allele ade6-704 (Hottinger, 
Stadelmann et al. 1984, Grallert, Nurse et al. 1993). This provides E. coli tRNATyr S. 
pombe optimized regulating sequences, which might ensure the high charging 
efficiency. In addition, it has been demonstrated in mammalian cells (Bedouelle 1990, 
Sakamoto, Hayashi et al. 2002) that B. stearothermophilus tRNATyr (Bst tRNATyr) could 
form an orthogonal pair with E. coli tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase (E. coli aaRSTyr). This 
Bst tRNATyr contains A-box and B-box (Sakamoto, Hayashi et al. 2002), which is 
applicable to eukaryotic cells. Given all these possible amber suppressor tRNAs and 
possible fusing patterns, five constructs were created to show the amber suppression in 
S. pombe (Figure 4.2.1). All the constructs carried a his5 selectable marker into which 












Figure 4.2.1_Suppression of the orthogonal tRNA pairs in S. pombe.  
(A) Strain expressing E. coli tyrosine synthetase under actin promoter and wild-type  
cells were used in this experiment. 
(B) Constructs schematics. Left top panel: construct expressing S. pombe methionine  
tRNA (Sp tRNAMet) carrying the marker for yeast transformation (sup3-5). Left second 
top panel: construct expressing B. stearothermophilus tyrosine tRNA (Bst tRNATyr) 
carrying the marker for yeast transformation (sup3-5). Left middle panel: construct 
expressing E. coli tyrosine tRNA (E. coli tRNATyr) carrying CUA in the anti-codon loop 
carried the marker for yeast transformation (sup3-5). Left last second panel: 
coexpressing S. pombe methionine tRNA ((Sp tRNAMet) and B. stearothermophilus 
tyrosine tRNA (Bst tRNATyr). Left bottom panel: coexpressing S. pombe methionine 
tRNA ((Sp tRNAMet) and E. coli tyrosine tRNA (E. coli tRNATyr).  
(C) Colony formation of the orthogonal tRNA pairs suppression. All the strains formed  
colonies on ade- medium, suggesting the constructs are successfully transformed into 
strains. The colonies formed on his- medium shows the suppression from the 
introduced orthogonal tRNA pairs. All the strains were diluted to the same 









type and fission yeast strains expressing an E. coli tRNA synthetase for tyrosine (E. 
coli aaRSTyr). Note that all transformants grow on medium lacking adenine, since sup3-
5 is obtained by suppressing ade6-704. Suppression of the UAG stop codon in his5 and 
thereby growth on medium lacking histidine was observed when cells expressed E. coli 
tRNATyr and E. coli aaRSTyr or Bst tRNATyr and E. coli aaRSTyr, but not in wild type 
cells or in cells expressing E. coli aaRSTyr in the presence of Sp tRNAMet, suggesting 
the necessity and orthogonality of both tRNA and tRNA synthetase. The suppression 
efficiency for the heterologous pair, Bst tRNATyr and E. coli aaRSTyr, was significant 
lower than the E. coli tRNATyr and E. coli aaRSTyr working in mammalian cells (Young, 
Capecchi et al. 1983, Capone, Sedivy et al. 1986, Sakamoto, Hayashi et al. 2002). 
Hereafter, in fission yeast, I established nonsense suppression using E. coli tRNATyr 
and E. coli aaRSTyr. 
 
4.2.2 The incorporation of non-canonical amino acid Azido-phenylalanine (AzF) 
in S. pombe His5p 
Based on the nonsense suppression shown by E. coli tRNATyr and E. coli aaRSTyr in the 
previous experiment, I proposed that it might be possible to incorporate the non-
canonical amino acid azido-phenylalanine (AzF) (Figure 4.2.2A) into targeted proteins 
by using similar tRNA pair. However, there are two concerns. Firstly, azido-
phenylalanine is not recognized by E. coli aaRSTyr from E. coli; and secondly, azido-
phenylalanine is possibly toxic to the eukaryotic cells. According to Chin et al, they 














Figure 4.2.2_The incorporation of Azido-phenylalanine in S. pombe protein 
(A) Schematics of constructs and strains generated. E. coli aaRSAzF which specifically  
charges E. coli tRNATyr with azido-phenylalanine is integrated into wild-type cells and 
expressed under the actin promoter. Cells expressing E. coli aaRSTyr are those described 
in Figure 4.2.1. Constructs carrying E. coli tRNATyr or Sp tRNAMet were also used in 
this experiments. 
(B) A plasmid expressing E. coli tRNATyr carrying CUA in the anti-codon loop (E. coli  
tRNATyr) or an empty vector (V) carrying the marker for yeast transformation (sup3-5) 
was introduced into fission yeast strains expressing either an E.coli tRNA synthetase 
for tyrosine (E. coli aaRSTyr) or a modified E.coli tRNA synthetase capable of charging 
the tRNA with the cross-linking amino acid Azido-phenylalanine (AzF). All strains 
additionally carried a his5 selectable marker into which a UAG chain terminating stop 
codon was introduced.  
(C) Chemical structure of Azido-phenylalanine 
(D) Colony formation of the orthogonal tRNA pair suppressor. Note that the colonies  
formed on medium lacking histidine shows suppression from the introduced orthogonal 
tRNA pairs. Cells expressing E. coli aaRSAzF and g E. coli tRNATyr were able to form 
colonies on medium lacking histidine while in the presence of AzF. All the strains were 
diluted to the same concentration and grown on selective medium for 3 days. Gel Doc 






active-site residues based on its crystal structure to ensure substrate affinity only for 
azido-phenylalanine (Chin, Cropp et al. 2003). Additional studies have also 
demonstrated that the variant derived from E. coli aaRSTyr can recognize azido-
phenylalanine (AzF) and works with E. coli tRNATyr to introduce AzF into some 
eukaryotes (Chin, Cropp et al. 2003, Palzer, Bantel et al. 2013). With this in mind, I 
employed the modified E. coli aaRSTyr capable of charging E. coli tRNATyr with non-
canonical amino acid-AzF (E. coli aaRSAzF) in our experiments to incorporate AzF into 
protein of interest.  
 
A plasmid expressing E. coli tyrosine tRNA carrying CUA in the anti-codon loop (E. 
coli tRNATyr) or an empty vector (V) carrying the marker for yeast transformation 
(sup3-5) was introduced into fission yeast strains expressing either an E. coli aaRSTyr 
or a E. coli aaRSAzF (Figure 4.2.2A). All strains also carried a his5 selectable marker 
into which a UAG chain terminating stop codon was introduced. Note that all 
transformants grew on medium lacking adenine, suggesting the existence of plasmids 
in the strains. Suppression of the UAG stop codon in his5 and thereby growth on 
medium lacking histidine was observed when cells expressed E. coli tRNATyr and E. 
coli aaRSTyr, but not in cells carrying the E. coli aaRSAzF and E. coli tRNATyr or in cells 
expressing E. coli aaRSTyr in the absence of E. coli tRNATyr, establishing non-sense 
suppression using E. coli tRNATyr and E. coli aaRSTyr (Figure 4.2.2B). Importantly, 
cells expressing E. coli aaRSAzF and E. coli tRNATyr were able to grow on medium 




fission yeast genetic code in which the UAG stop codon was read by the translation 
machinery as a codon for AzF (Figure 4.2.2B). 
 
4.2.3 Optimization of suppression by E. coli aaRSTyr/ E. coli aaRSAzF and E. coli 
tRNATyr pairs in fission yeast His5p.   
Effective application of non-canonical amino acids to study proteins functions in 
fission yeast is often challenging due to inefficient non-canonical amino acid 
incorporation and low protein yields. In budding yeast, this problem has been overcome 
through expression of target protein under the control of an active transcriptional 
promoter (Chen, Schultz et al. 2007), I therefore tested whether this procedure could 
be recapitulated in fission yeast in order to drive high expression of the proteins 
incorporating non-canonical amino acids. In the system used in fission yeast, gene 
expression is driven by a strong inducible nmt1-mini yeast promoter which contains 
400 bp of nmt1 promoter. The open reading frame encoding the his5 gene was used to 
test whether the expression under the nmt1 promoter exceeded that of the native 
promoter. One amber non-sense codon TAG was substituted for the Tyr63 codon. Both 
E. coli tRNATyr and target gene his5 are encoded on a pNO13 plasmid (Figure 4.2.3).  
 
Spot assays show that all transformants grow on medium lacking adenine (Figure 4.2.3: 
plate: Ade- T-). Suppression of the UAG stop codon in his5 and thereby growth on 
medium lacking histidine was observed when cells expressed E. coli aaRSTyr and E. 





Figure 4.2.3_The optimization of suppression E. coli tRNATyr / E. coli aaRSTyr pair 
in S. pombe.   
(A) Constructs schematics.  
Panel 1: expressing S. pombe methionine tRNA (Sp tRNAMet) carrying the marker for 
yeast transformation (sup3-5). His5p, the selectable marker, is expressed under its 
endogenous promoter. 
Panel 2: expressing E. coli tyrosine tRNA carrying CUA in the anti-codon loop (E. coli 
tRNATyr) carrying the marker for yeast transformation (sup3-5). His5p, the selectable 
marker, is expressed under its endogenous promoter. 
Panel 3: expressing E. coli tyrosine tRNA carrying CUA in the anti-codon loop (E. coli 




marker, is expressed under S. pombe nmt1-mini promoter. 
(B) Bottom: Spot assay on plates: Ade- T-; His- T-; His- AzF+ T-; His AzF+ T+. 
Suppression is much stronger when the targeted gene is expressed under nmt1-mini 
promoter. 
Row a 1: a plasmid carrying His5p marker which is expressed under native promoter 
was introduced in cells expressing E. coli aaRSTyr. 
Row a 2: in the presence of E. coli tRNATyr, a plasmid carrying His5p marker expressed 
under its native promoter was introduced in cells expressing E. coli aaRSTyr.   
Row a 3: in the presence of E. coli tRNATyr, a plasmid carrying His5p marker expressed 
under S. pombe nmt1-mini expression promoter was introduced into cells expressing E. 
coli aaRSTyr. 
Row b 1: a plasmid carrying His5p marker which is expressed under native promoter 
was introduced into cells expressing E. coli aaRSAzF. 
Row b 2: in the presence of E. coli tRNATyr, a plasmid carrying His5p marker expressed 
under its native promoter was introduced into cells expressing E. coli aaRSAzF. 
Row b 3: in the presence of E. coli tRNATyr, a plasmid carrying His5p marker expressed 
under S. pombe nmt1-mini expression promoter was introduced into cells expressing E. 








cells expressing E. coli aaRSTyr, or E. coli aaRSAzF in the absence of E. coli tRNATyr 
(Figure 4.2.3: plate: His- T-). Importantly, suppression of the UAG stop codon in his5 
is stronger under control of the nmt1-mini promoter (Figure 4.2.3: plate: His- AzF+ 
T-; row 3 & 6), compared to the his5 native promoter (Figure 4.2.3: plate: His- AzF+ 
T-; row 2 & 5). Meanwhile cells expressing E. coli aaRSAzF and E. coli tRNATyr were 
able to grow on medium lacking histidine only when supplemented with AzF (Figure 
4.2.3: plate: His- AzF+ T- & His- T- ; row 5 & 6). Interestingly, this suppression is 
enhanced in the presence of thiamine when it took place under his5 native promoter 
(Figure 4.2.3: plate: His- AzF+ T- & His- AzF+ T+ ; row 2 & 5). Thus, an improved 
system and the culturing condition for high-yield expression of mutant proteins 
containing non-canonical amino acids in fission yeast was confirmed. The use of nmt1-
mini expression promoter increased the suppression of amber stop codon in target gene. 
In addition, the suppression could be enhanced when cells were pre-cultured in the 
presence of thiamine.   
 
4.2.4 The incorporation of non-canonical amino acid Benzoyl-phenylalanine (Bpa) 
in S. pombe His5p 
In addition to Azido-phenylalanine, a second non-canonical amino acid Benzoyl-
phenylalanine (Bpa) with similarities to AzF and derived from E. coli tRNATyr was 
tested. I employed the modified E. coli aaRSTyr capable of charging E. coli tRNATyr 
with Bpa (E. coli aaRSBpa) in our experiments to incorporate Bpa into targeted protein 





Figure 4.2.4_Unsuccessful incorporation of Bpa in S. pombe His5p 
(A) Left: Schematics of constructs and strains used for experiments. Bpa synthetase 
which can specifically charge E. coli tRNATyr with benzoyl-phenylalanine (E. coli 
aaRSBpa) was integrated into wild-type cells and expressed under the actin promoter. 
Cells expressing E. coli aaRSTyr or E. coli aaRSAzF are the same as described in the 
previous figure. Constructs carrying E. coli tRNATyr or Sp tRNAMet were also used in 
this experiment. Right: Benzoyl-phenylalanine 
(B) Bottom: Spot assay on plates: Ade- T-; His- T-; His- AzF+ T-; His- Bpa+ T-. 
Unfortunately, the colony formation of strain expressing E. coli aaRSBpa was not 




lacking adenine (plate 1). Suppression of the UAG stop codon in his5 and thereby 
growth on medium lacking histidine was observed when cells expressed E. coli tRNATyr 
and E. coli aaRSTyr (plate 2, row 1), but not in cells expressing the E. coli aaRSAzF and 
E. coli tRNATyr (plate 2, row 3) or in cells expressing E. coli aaRSBpa and E. coli 
tRNATyr (plate 2, row 2). Cells expressing E. coli aaRSAzF and E. coli tRNATyr were 
able to grow on medium lacking histidine only when supplemented with AzF (plate 3, 
row 3; plate 4, row 3), confirming an expansion of the fission yeast genetic code in 
which the UAG stop codon was read by the translation machinery as a codon for AzF, 
indicating the specificity of E. coli aaRSAzF. Cells expressing E. coli aaRSBpa and E. 
coli tRNATyr were not capable of growth on medium lacking histidine when 
supplemented with Bpa (plate 4, row 2), which might be due to the multidrug 
resistance of S. pombe. This suggests that with the current S. pombe strains and the 
current plasmids being used for Bpa incorporation cannot be used for protein function 
study in S. pombe.  
 
4.2.5 Visualization of the suppression of E. coli aaRSTyr / E. coli aaRSAzF and E. 
coli tRNATyr pairs in vivo  
Since only AzF was successfully incorporated into S. pombe so far, I kept using AzF in 
the later experiments. The S. pombe Rlc1 protein (myosin II regulatory light chain) is 
an important component of cytokinesis. It has been shown that GFP-Rlc1P Is functional 
(Le Goff, Motegi et al. 2000). Early in mitosis, Rlc1p is localized as dots at the cortex 




mitosis, the Rlc1p dots form part of the actomyosin ring (Le Goff, Motegi et al. 2000). 
To visualize the suppression of E. coli tRNATyr / E. coli aaRSTyr pair in vivo by 
fluorescence, Rlc1P-GFP was used as a reporter. Through the introduction of an amber 
stop codon TAG immediately after the Rlc1p open reading frame and before the GFP 
open reading frame, one can test whether AzF is incorporated. In the strain expressing 
E. coli aaRSAzF, the bright ring structure was observed only when cells were cultured 
in the presence of AzF, which suggests the particular incorporation of AzF (Figure 
4.2.5A-B; Figure 4.2.6). In the strain expressing E. coli aaRSTyr, Rlc1p-GFP was 
observed as a ring structure, regardless of AzF addition to the media, since this strain 
would only charge E. coli tRNATyr with tyrosine. Since AzF is non-canonical amino 
acid, its toxicity to yeast is unknown. The growth curves (Figure 4.2.5B) showed that 
the growth of the strain expressing E. coli aaRSTyr in the absence of AzF is similar to 
the growth in the presence of AzF, indicating AzF intake will not affect the proper 
function of yeast cells. To further analyze the turnover of the modified myosin II light 
chain in vivo, time-lapse imaging was used to image live cells (Figure 4.2.6). Either it 
is or it is not, the actomyosin ring visualized by Rlc1p-TAG-GFP is similar with that in 
wild type cells based on the constriction time. Also, the GFP signal obtained from non-
sense stop codon suppression is bright enough to allow visualization, although 









Figure 4.2.5_Detection of non-canonical amino acid incorporation by fluorescence 
imaging  
(A). Left: E. coli aaRSTyr cells expressing Rlc1p-TAG-GFP as a plasmid were grown at 
30°C overnight with selective medium (thiamine +), induced in the absence of thiamine 
7 hrs (+/- 1mM AzF) to exponential growth phase and examined by Andor wildfiled 
confocal microscopy. Right: E. coli aaRSAzF cells expressing Rlc1p-TAG-GFP were 




(B). Left top: E. coli aaRSTyr cells expressing Rlc1-TAG-GFP as a plasmid were grown 
at 30°C in the absence or presence of 1mM AzF 7 hrs to exponential growth phase, 
fixed with formaldehyde and processed for indirect immunofluorescence with anti-
tubulin (red) and anti-GFP (green) antibodies to visualize microtubule structures and 
Rlc1p, respectively. 
Left bottom: E. coli aaRSAzF cells expressing Rlc1-TAG-GFP as a plasmid were grown 
at 30°C in the absence or presence of 1mM AzF to exponential growth phase, fixed 
with formaldehyde and stained with anti-tubulin (red) and anti-GFP (green) antibodies. 
Scale bar: 5 μm. 
Right: Quantitation of E. coli aaRSTyr cells expressing Rlc1-TAG-GFP (Left panel) in 
different cell stages with actomyosin ring and number of nuclei. A total of 300 cells 















Figure 4.2.6_Visualization of the ring constriction in the cells incorporated into 
non-canonical amino acid 
This shows time-lapse imaging of cells expressing E. coli aaRSTyr or E. coli aaRSAzF 
with E. coli tRNATyr respectively in the absence or presence of AzF at 30°C. 
Contraction of the actomyosin ring is apparent. Note that the Rlc1p-GFP itself served 




4.2.6 Visualization of the suppression of E. coli aaRSTyr / E. coli aaRSAzF and E. 
coli tRNATyr pairs in vitro  
To biochemically demonstrate that expression of target proteins is dependent on non- 
canonical amino acid supplementation, I generated a construct containing Glutathione-
S-Transferase (GST) into which one amber stop codon TAG was substituted for the 
Phe52 codon (Figure 4.2.7A). This GST protein tolerates the addition of 6xHis tag at 
its C-terminus to facilitate Western detection. After 20 hrs induction, cells were 
harvested and purified by Ni-NTA beads. Due to the specific interaction between Ni-
NTA beads and His tag, only suppressed GST proteins can be pulled down, which are 
detected by GST antibody (Figure 4.2.7A). There was no detection of GST in the cells 
expressing E. coli aaRSAzF while culturing in the absence of AzF, which suggests the 
specific incorporation of AzF through an in vitro assay. Since the suppression efficiency 
is not high, resulting in a low protein yield, all the purified proteins in this chapter were 
concentrated through 10 kD cut-off spin column to 30 ~ 50 μL before further analysis. 
The specific incorporation of both tyrosine and Azido-phenylalanine was confirmed by 
mass spectrometry. Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining SDS-PAGE gels containing GST 
(F52Y)-6xHis and GST (F52AzF)-6xHis (Figure 4.2.7B) were prepared and sent for 
MALDI TOF MS Analysis. Unfortunately, the protein identification results showed 
that the peptide including the mutation site were missing in both samples, which might 
be due to the low coverage (Figure 4.2.7C). Despite efforts to increase protein yield, 








Figure 4.2.7_ Biochemical evidence of the incorporation of AzF 
(A). Schematic representation of the mutation site in Glutathione-S-transferase (GST). 
Cell extracts were prepared from E. coli aaRSTyr strain expressing GST (F52TAG)-
6xHis in the absence of AzF medium. The GST (F52AzF)-6xHis was extracted from 
E. coli aaRSAzF strain growing in the presence of AzF. Both samples were purified with 
Ni-NTA resin respectively and detected with α-GST antibodies. Note that the protein 




(B). Purified GST proteins were resolved in 12% SDS-PAGE and stained with 
Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 for 1 hr.  
(C). MALDI TOF MS Analysis of Glutathione-S-transferase containing the 
incorporated amino acids in place of amino-acid position 52nd (a site known to be 
involved in GST dimerization). Peptide fragments incorporated into tyrosine or AzF 




















Given that MS is occasionally subject to error, I analyzed the intact molecular weight 
determination to compare the mass difference of GST incorporated into tyrosine 
through E. coli aaRSTyr and E. coli tRNATyr pairs and GST incorporated into AzF 
through E. coli aaRSAzF and E. coli tRNATyr pairs. The theoretical mass of GST (F52Y)-
6xHis is 27,193.53 Da, and the mass of GST (F52AzF)-6xHis is 27,218.53 Da. Based 
on mass calculation, the mass difference between GST (F52Y)-6xHis and GST 
(F52AzF)-6xHis is 25 Da. In contrast, the mass spectrometry results showed a 
difference of -20 Da (Figure 4.2.8). It is possible that GST protein might be 
posttranslational modified in vivo, leading to the changes in mass.  
 
Since the intact molecular weight determination still could not verify the specificity of 
E. coli aaRSTyr / E. coli aaRSAzF and E. coli tRNATyr pairs, I generated two more 
constructs containing Glutathione-S-Transferase (GST) into which one amber stop 
codon TAG was substituted for either the Tyr23 codon or Tyr28 codon (Figure 4.2.9A-
B). The CBB stained GST (F23AzF)-6xHis, GST (F23Y)-6xHis, GST (F28AzF)-6xHis 
and GST (F28Y)-6xHis were analyzed by the MALDI TOF/TOF MS (Figure 4.2.9C-
D). Unfortunately, none of them were detected confidently (Figure 4.2.9E, MS data 
for GST (F28TAG) not shown).  
 
Taken together, I biochemically visualized the suppression of E. coli aaRSTyr / E. coli 
aaRSAzF and E. coli tRNATyr pairs in vitro. Fully translated GST proteins were obtained, 





Figure 4.2.8_Detection of the incorporation of AzF by intact molecular weight 
determination mass spectrometry 
MALDI TOF/TOF MS Analysis of intact molecular weight determination of 
Glutathione-S-Transferase containing the incorporated amino acids in place of amino-







Figure 4.2.9_Biochemical detection of the suppression on GST (Y23/28TAG)-
6xHis in cells expressing aaRSTyr and aaRSAzF 
(A-B). Schematic representation of the mutation site in Glutathione-S-transferase 
(GST). Cell extracts were prepared from E. coli aaRSTyr strain expressing 
GST(Y23TAG)-6xHis or GST(Y28TAG)-6xHis in the absence of AzF medium. The 




strain growing in the presence of AzF. All samples were purified with Ni-NTA resin 
respectively and detected with α-GST antibodies. Note that the protein level of GST-
6xhis differed among the samples. 
(C-D). Purified GST proteins were resolved in 12% SDS-PAGE and stained with 
Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 for 1 hr.  
(E). MALDI TOF MS Analysis of Glutathione-S-transferase containing the 
incorporated amino acids in place of amino-acid position 23rd. Peptide fragments 


















52 of GST. This indicates that the suppression on these mutation sites would not affect 
the full translation of GST. However, unfortunately, the occupancy of either tyrosine or 
azido-phenylalanine at the amber position (position 23, 28 and 52) could not be 
confirmed. It is possible that the azido group, or a reactive group may react with a 
reagent used in the mass spectrometry detection, subsequently affecting the mass 
spectrometry analysis. Moreover, this modification is not common and the correct mass 
change might not be available in the searching library. Furthermore, the mass difference 
between tyrosine and azido-phenylalanine is small, which is hard to be determined 
through mass spectrometry, since the results will be dependent on how accurate the MS 
machine is. Considering all these possibilities, I optimized most conditions which 
might affect mass spectrometry analysis, the details of which will be discussed below.  
 
4.2.7 Azido-phenylalanine incorporation in response to an amber stop codon 
Based on previous experiences in mass spectrometry analysis and protein purification, 
I optimized some conditions used in the experiments to further verify site-specific 
incorporation of AzF and determine its occupancy at the amber position. I mutated the 
amino acid on position6 of the GST protein, where it is supposed to be glycine and has 
a large mass difference with either tyrosine or azido-phenylalanine (Figure 4.2.10A). 
The GST protein purified from cells expressing E. coli aaRSTyr, GST (G6Y), and from 
cells expressing E. coli aaRSAzF, GST (G6AzF), were analyzed by Nano LC-ESI-
MS/MS. The GST protein purified from cells expressing E. coli aaRSTyr, which is 






Figure 4.2.10_Mass spectrometry analysis of GST (G6Y) / (G6AzF) 
(A). Schematic representation of the mutation site in Glutathione-S-transferase 
(GST).Cell extracts were prepared from E. coli aaRSTyr strain expressing GST(G6stop)-
6xHis in AzF+ and AzF- medium, respectively. The same as E. coli aaRSAzF strain 




NTA respectively and detected with α-GST antibodies. Note that the protein level of 
GST-6xhis differed among the samples. 
(B). Nano LC-ESI-MS/MS Analysis of Glutathione-S-transferase containing the 
incorporated amino acids in place of amino-acid position 6th. The spectra of tryptic 
peptide MSPILG*YWK incorporated into tyrosine at glycine 6th (denoted G*) is shown 
with its expected fragment ion mass. Parent error: -0.50 ppm. The spectra of tryptic 
peptide MSPILG*YWK incorporated into non-canonical amino acid, amino-
phenylalanine, at glycine 6th (denoted G*) is shown with its expected fragment ion 

















spectrometry (Figure 4.2.10B). While the GST protein incorporated into AzF in 
response to an amber stop codon at position 6, due to the highly reactive nature of the 
azide-group, incorporation could not be directly detected (data not shown). It is known 
that p- azido-L-phenylalanine can be reduced to p-amino-L-phenylalanine during 
sample preparation (Nehring, Budisa et al. 2012, Palzer, Bantel et al. 2013). Peptides 
resulting from the substitution of glycine 6 with p-amino-L-phenylalanine 
(monoisotopic mass calculated, 1067.5804) was detected for GST (G6AzF) by Nano-
LC-ESI-MS/MS (Figure 4.2.10B).  
 
Taken together, I conclude that (i) AzF is site-specifically incorporated in response to 
an amber codon into S.pombe proteins, and (ii) it is thus available for cross-link 
formation.  
 
4.2.8 Specific labeling GST upon incorporation of AzF through click-it reaction 
To further demonstrate that the non-canonical amino acid is incorporated in response 
to the amber codon and display the practical application of this approach, click 
chemistry was employed (Rostovtsev, Green et al. 2002). Click chemistry describes a 
group of chemical reactions that use bio-orthogonal or biologically unique reagents to 
label and detect the targeted molecule. The classic click reaction is copper- catalyzed 
triazole formation, which is formed by an azide and an alkyne (Rostovtsev, Green et al. 
2002). The azide and alkyne moieties can be used interchangeably, which suggests that 




and be labeled further. The advantage of this reaction is that both azides and alkynes 
are biologically unique, which means in vivo there is no alternative substrate for either 
of them. One major shortcoming of the copper-catalyzed click reaction is that it is 
highly cytotoxic. Therefore, in my experiment, I used one reagent which is comprised 
of the DIBO compounds which contain alkyne function group. The azide-modified 
macromolecules can now be labeled without the metal catalysts, which allows not only 
the study of live cells but also prevents damage to proteins, in particular fluorescent 
proteins.  
 
I performed the click chemistry on the GST proteins (GST (G6Y) / GST (G6AzF)) 
which were confirmed by mass spectrometry in section 4.2.6. Since DIBO only could 
react with azido group, fluorescence can only be detected in the GST protein 
incorporated with azido-phenylalanine (AzF). As expected, only when GST contains 
azido-phenylalanine, I did observe the fluorescence from the SDS-PAGE gel at the 
correct MW (Figure 4.2.11). The same SDS-PAGE gel was probed with antibody 
against GST to confirm whether the click chemistry visualized the only and correct 
GST protein (Figure 4.2.11).  
 
Collectively, the click chemistry result indicates that the azido-phenylalanine is 
successfully incorporated into GST protein, since the GST containing tyrosine in the 
position 6 did not emit any fluorescence. Also, the click chemistry visualized protein 





Figure 4.2.11_Specific labeling azido-phenylalanine with an alkyne derivative 
Fluorophore through click-it reaction 
Copper-free click it reaction. The azide–alkyne cycloaddition is used to label and detect 
molecules of interest in cells or tissues and the covalent 1,2,3-triazole linkage between 
the azide and alkyne reaction partners is very stable. If either of them is labeled with a 
fluorophore, after the reaction, the fluorophore will directly link to the protein of 
interest. GST purified following non-sense UAG suppression in place of amino acid 
position 6 reacted with 300 µM of Alexa Fluor®555 DIBO Alkyne (dissolved in 
DMSO) for one hr at 4 ℃. Note that a fluorescent GST band was detected on 12% 
SDS-PAGE gel only when GST was carrying AzF. Fluorescence signal was scanned by 
ImageQuant™ LAS 4000. The GST proteins used in click-it reaction were confirmed 




protein. This will be particularly useful for visualizing those proteins which will lose 
their functions after tagging.  
 
4.2.9 Covalent cross-linking in GST upon incorporation of AzF 
I next sought to apply the crosslinking property of AzF in S. pombe. AzF is one of the 
several non-canonical amino acids, which can be photoactivated by UV light to induce 
covalent bonds to molecules in close vicinity. Photo-crosslinker amino acids are 
consequently suitable to precisely preserve molecular interactions and capture even 
weak or transient interactions in a living cell. Due to covalent bond formation, 
interactions are stable for further characterization such as mass spectrometry or western 
blotting. This feature makes them especially helpful in study protein interactions. There 
are several important points for performing this experiment: 1) cross-link formation is 
strictly dependent on UV excitation (254 nm~356 nm) and addition of AzF to the 
medium; 2) Apparently, not all positions were suited for cross-link induction. 
Proximity (3 to 4 Å) of the azido group with an interacting molecule is a prerequisite 
for cross-link induction (Palzer, Bantel et al. 2013). This can explain why I did not get 
crosslinked GST protein when I used GST (G6AzF), in which mutation is not in the 
dimerization site. In a way, different neighboring residues lead to different cross-link 
efficiency, depending on whether their orientation toward the interacting molecule 
(Takimoto, Adams et al. 2009). I purified the GST proteins (25KD) into which one 
amber stop codon TAG was substituted for the Phe52 codon which is known to be the 





Figure 4.2.12_Performance of the Crosslink on proteins incorporated into AzF 
(A). The Cells expressing GST with one UAG stop codon in place of amino-acid 
position 52nd were transformed with (E. coli tRNATyr) and either E. coli aaRSTyr or E. 
coli aaRSAzF. GST was purified following non-sense UAG suppression by Ni-NTA and 
Glutathione sepharose. Purified GST can be detected by GST antibody.  
(B). GST from (A) was exposed to 254 nm UV light for 3-15 min. Here, only samples 
exposed to UV for 5 min are shown. Note that covalent multimers of GST are detected 





growing in the presence of 1 mM AzF. The purified proteins were exposed to UV light 
for 5min (Figure 4.2.12 A). The covalent multimers of GST were detected only when 
GST carrying AzF was exposed to UV (Figure 4.2.12 B). In conclusion, azido- 
phenylalanine can perform cross-linking efficiently when it is incorporated into a 
protein.  
 
4.3 Discussion  
In this study, I have developed the tools to introduce non-canonical amino acids in a 
site-specific manner into Schizosaccharomyces pombe proteins. I have achieved this by 
the generation of S. pombe strains expressing orthogonal pairs of bacterial tRNA (that 
base pair with the UAG non-sense codon) and aminoacyl tRNA synthetases (for 
canonical or non-canonical amino acids). Using this approach I have succeeded in 
introducing tyrosine and the nitrene-generating non-canonical amino acid, azidophenyl 
alanine (AzF) into three proteins (GST, His5p, and a synthetic linker peptide). I did not 
observe any major deleterious phenotypic effects in cells carrying non-sense suppressor 
tRNA and aaRSs. Thus non-sense suppression based introduction of non-canonical 
amino acids can be used to study fission yeast protein structure and function. This work 
has also established that the E. coli and B. stearothemophilus tRNATyr and E. coli 
aaRSTyr function as an orthogonal pair in fission yeast. 
 




Benzoyl-Phenylalanine (Bpa) is also commonly used one. I have also tested Bpa in S. 
pombe, which was not successfully incorporated. This might be due to the multidrug 
resistance response of fission yeast (Kawashima, Takemoto et al. 2012). Growing in a 
high concentration of Bpa may cause the cells to pump the ATP-binding cassette family 
and the major facilitator superfamily (Kawashima, Takemoto et al. 2012, Tay, Eng et 
al. 2013). In addition, Bpa contains a single benzoyl group, which is larger than the 
azide group of AzF. This structure might affect the incorporation during the translation, 
since the space between amino acids is limited. Even if Bpa were successfully 
incorporated into the polypeptides, the extra structure of benzoyl-phenylalanine might 
affect the protein folding and lead to a nonfunctional protein.  
 
Although nonsense suppression was only observed in the presence of all three factors, 
1. tRNATyr, 2. aaRSAzF, and 3. AzF in the growth medium, I was unable to detect AzF 
in mass spectrometric analysis. Rather I found a peak consistent with conversion of 
AzF to aminophenylalanine (as described in previous work) (Chin, Cropp et al. 2003, 
Nehring, Budisa et al. 2012, Palzer, Bantel et al. 2013). The conversion of AzF to AmF 
reduced the utility of the current system I have developed. Additional work is required 
to prevent reduction of AzF to AmF, so that the system can be used in protein-protein 
interaction studies. I have detected covalent cross-links between GST molecules, 
suggesting that despite our inability to detect an AzF peak in mass spectrometry, a 





In western blot analysis, I found that the amount of GST was less in nonsense 
suppressed strains compared to the level of GST, which did not have an internal 
nonsense codon. This is consistent with previous work that nonsense suppression is an 
inefficient process. In addition, nonsense-mediated decay of mRNA might also affect 
transcript abundance, as has been shown in C. elegans and S. cerevisiae (Wang and 
Wang 2008, Parrish, She et al. 2012). Consistently, an increase in non-sense 
suppression was observed in S. cerevisiae, strains defective in the NMD pathway. 
Development of such strains should increase the non-suppression efficiency in fission 
yeast.  
 
The click chemistry I performed in this chapter is useful in directly tagging actin in 
vivo. However, further optimization of this technique is required for use in S. pombe. 
Firstly, the efficiency of the click chemistry has not been validated in S. pombe, and 
must be done. Based on the results presented here, the efficiency is not exceptionally 
high, a finding that mirrors that seen in the crosslinking assay. To quantify the 
efficiency, the fluorescent dye can be diluted to different concentrations and correlation 
between the fluorescence strength with molecule concentration be analyzed. Following 
this, ImageJ can be used to measure the brightness of the fluorescence band and refer 
this to the standard cure. The second issue is the reagent used for click chemistry is not 
permeable to S. pombe cell, which is a problem to apply this tool in vivo. Later, cell 
permeable drugs for click chemistry in S. pombe need to be screened. Lastly, whether 




Proteins have varying rates of turnover, which often correlates with function. 
Coincidently, many of the proteins involved in formation and constriction of the 
actomyosin ring are highly dynamic, and therefore, may be very sensitive to tagging. 
This is an issue that is unique to each protein under study, and the effects of protein 
turnover on individual protein tagging will likely become apparent in the future. To 
address this issue, Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) can be used to 
test the turnover of the tagged proteins.  
 
In summary, our study opens up a new avenue to study fission yeast protein function. 
Further refinement of this method is necessary to allow full utilization of this approach 















Chapter V Conclusion and Future direction 
As the final step of cell division, cytokinesis involves the function of an actomyosin 
ring. Interestingly, as the major events of cytokinesis, the actomyosin ring is assembled 
upon entry into mitosis and constricts only after chromosome segregation (Voorhees, 
Duell et al. 1976). The molecular mechanism behind such precise coordination between 
cytokinesis and nuclear cycle is not well understood.  
 
Fission yeast S. pombe is an attractive model for understanding the molecular 
mechanisms governing cell growth, division, and polarity. It is amenable to the 
methods of genetics, molecular biology, biochemistry, genomics, and high resolution 
imaging. To expand the repertoire of technologies that can be used in fission yeast to 
study protein function, I sought to develop experimental approaches to expand the 
fission yeast genetic code and thereby to facilitate genetic incorporation of unnatural 
amino-acids at specified locations into fission yeast proteins. This thesis provides 
insights into the coordination of the SIN and chromosome segregation with cytokinesis 
and also establishes a new approach to study protein function (including during 
cytokinesis).  
 
The establishment of the SIN asymmetry during cytokinesis 
Cytokinesis in S. pombe is regulated by the SIN signaling which is required for 




SIN activity is coupled to the nuclear cycle (Rhind, Furnari et al. 1997, Rhind and 
Russell 2001, Langerak and Russell 2011). It is turned on once cells enter mitosis, and 
inactivated after the completion of cell division (Simanis 2003). Although detailed 
mechanisms about how the SIN regulates cytokinesis is now well known, the regulation 
of SIN asymmetry development is not fully understood.  
 
It has been proposed that the asymmetric localization of the SIN components is an 
identity of the SIN activity. All the SIN proteins localize to the mitotic spindle pole 
bodies (SPB), Interestingly, Cdc7p and Sid1p, two of the SIN kinases, localize 
asymmetrically to the newly duplicated SPB in late anaphase (Sohrmann, Schmidt et 
al. 1998, Guertin and McCollum 2001). By contrast, Byr4p and Cdc16p (subunits of 
GTPase (Spg1p) activating protein) localize to the SPBs throughout interphase while 
specifically segregate to the old SPB during late mitosis (Furge, Wong et al. 1998, Jwa 
and Song 1998, Li, Furge et al. 2000). As current work showed that the ectopic 
localization of Cdc7p and Sid1p to either the interphase SPB or to both SPBs in mitosis 
correlates with multi-septa formation (Sohrmann, Schmidt et al. 1998, Guertin, Chang 
et al. 2000), which indicates the hyper-activation of the SIN lead to cytokinesis defects. 
However, the mechanism behind the achievement of SIN asymmetry is not understood 
yet. 
 
The findings in chapter III of this study provide a molecular framework for the 




and cytokinesis. My conclusions in conjunction with past study suggest that the 
establishment and maintenance of asymmetry in Cdc7p during cytokinesis might occur 
in several steps (Krapp, Cano et al. 2003). A SIN-inhibitory phosphatase complex 
identified in this study functions as a negative regulator of SIN signaling to prevent 
inappropriate cytokinesis. Cdc7p localizes to SPBs symmetrically in SIP mutants, 
while Byr4p fails to localize to the SPB during mitosis in SIP mutants. Biochemical 
analysis reveals that SIP (via PP2A catalytic activity) dephosphorylates Cdc11p, 
leading to loss of Cdc7p from the old SPB and the recruitment of Byr4p.  
 
SIP complex is conserved across evolution and their homologues have been found in 
many eukaryotes. Whether SIP-like proteins participate in the generation or 
propagation of SIN-like signaling remains to be determined. Furthermore, it appears 
that the establishment of the SIN asymmetry is related to the innate asymmetry of the 
age of the spindle pole body (Grallert, Krapp et al. 2004). The NIMA kinase Fin1p may 
play a role in determining the age of SPBs (Grallert, Krapp et al. 2004). However, it is 
still not revealed how the age of the SPB promotes and/or inhibits phosphorylation 
events which are crucial to symmetry breaking.  
 
Genetic code expansion in S. pombe 
In the findings of chapter IV of this study, I have developed the tools to introduce non-
canonical amino acids in a site-specific manner into S. pombe proteins. I expanded the 




expressing orthogonal pairs of bacterial tRNA and aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. Using 
this approach I have succeeded in introducing tyrosine and the non-canonical amino 
acid, azidophenylalanine (AzF) into three proteins (GST, His5p, and a synthetic linker 
peptide). I did not observe any significant deleterious phenotypic effects in cells 
carrying non-sense suppressor tRNA and aaRSs. Thus non-sense suppression based 
introduction of non-canonical amino acids can be used to study fission yeast protein 
structure and function. This work has also established that the E. coli and B. 
stearothemophilus tRNATyr and E. coli aaRSTyr function as an orthogonal pair in fission 
yeast. 
 
In future, I plan to characterize actin localization by the incorporation of fluorescent 
non-canonical amino acids and identify actin interacting proteins by incorporating 
cross-linking non-canonical amino acids.  
 
Taken together, work described in this thesis provides an understanding of the 
regulation of cytokinesis in fission yeast, especially the establishment of the SIN 
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